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THS. RBLATIOH ASP APPLICATION OF INTEGRATED HAHDwORK
gSTHS' 'B6 06QtteA^I0»Ali SKILLS F^R AS AltfABbflb 6ftot)£
Off MliITTALLY RSPARPjSD BOYS
CHAPTER i
I. Purpose and Scope of the Study
This study has been carried out to aid a group of
mentally retarded toys (aged fouzteen - sixteen) in the Junior
Training Department of the Brookton High School to make a
gradual and helpful adjustment from school life to occupa-
tional life. The plan has covered a period of teaching,
testing, guiding, visiting, job analysis and part time place-
ment from September 1943 through June 1944.
Several factors influenced the development of the idea
at this particular time, not the least of which was the
prevalence of available Jobs* In September 194a, the Junior
Training Department of the Brookton High School was started.
Mentally retarded ohildren of advanced age and social capa-
bilities (fifty-four in all) were selected from the various
Special Glasses all oarer the city and brought to the center
of the city into the High Sohool. Here they were taught the
academic subjects by three Special CIsrs teachers who divided
them homogeneously for arithmetic, reading, social studies,
spelling and language. Gym, music, industrial and homemaking
arts were taught by regular High School teachers. Crafts,
art, health, and occupations were presented in the home rooms
which oonsisted of two rooms with twenty-one boys each, and
fc
z•ne haying twelve girls* During the first year boys and girls
were together in their homogeneous groups* This year it has
been found much more satisfactory to segregate then, so that
©ne teaoher has the twelve girls in all the academic subjects
while the other two alternate with the high and low groups of
hoys* The only olass in which both boys and girls partici-
pate together is music* It was also found advisable to
divide the boys for occupational information, so that one
teaoher has the younger group while the other hag the fifteen
year old boys, many of whom become sixteen during the year,
and leave to go to work* It was felt that the last year of
school for these boys was a critical one, and that their
Interest la occupations was at a peak, so that every effort
should be spent to adjust them to the world of work, and help
them to obtain a job*
As Davles observed "There is perhaps no more vital
service that oan be rendered by the community
supervision program than assisting mentally defi-
cient boys and girls as they leave the public school
to make their way in the world." "The faot that so
many young persons of less than average mentality
were able to earn a livelihood is doubtless due in
part to the training given them while in Special
Glasses in good habit formation and in a right
attitude toward work." "Many of tin so graduates
may be regarded as social and industrial assets*" i/
1/ Davles, Stanley Powell. Social Control of the Mentally
Deficient. Hew York: Thomas t* Crowell Company, 1930.
334, 322, 323 p.p.

3We feel that we are trying to give these children all the
learning hahits, attitudes, and skills which they will need
as aembers of society. According to Brewer: "If there is
anything of prime laportanoe to be learned in the world, it
is to live one's daily life well* The only required or com-
pulsory curriculum is praotioe in living*" zj Therefore,
the Junior Training Department has had as its chief aim the
one that Davies expressed in this way: "The ultimate aim
of all work with the mentally deficient is socialization:
the development of personality in relation to social environ-
ment so that within the limits of his -ability the individual
may he made a social asset instead ox «* social liability*
This is not different from the aim of all education."
This aim can be divided into the following habits, attitudes,
and skills :-
Habits - 1* To be neat in person and In work*
2* To be prompt and punctual*
3* To be careful in the care and use of public
and private property*
Attitudes -1* To be courteous and cooperative*
2* To appreciate the otner fellow' s rights and
privileges*
3* To understand how people and their work
depend upon one another*
2/ Brewer, John H* Education as guidance * Hew York: The
llaomlllan Company, 1932* XE> pp.
3/ Davies, op* oit* , p. 352.
I•
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Skills - 1* To do all of the academic skill subjects
to the maximum of his ability,
2. To use his hands v;itfc dexterity and good
ooordination.
3* To practioe in part time occupations*
T9 this end a plan has been devised therein the younger group
follows a series of occupational units to be taught monthly
.
The older group is being trained in a more concrete way. From
them it is necessary to know:-
1. What is their capacity as it can be measured?
2. What is their achievement?
3. What is their mechanical ability?
4. What are their personality traits?
5. What are their ambit ions?
6. What are their work experiences?
7* What jobs are available?
8. What skills are necessary for these Jobs?
9. What oaa be taught to integrate the needed occupa-
tional skills in handwork?
10. What can be done to help place these boys in industry?
If we are able to find the answers to all of these questions,
it would seem that we have a good start toward preventing the
tragedy which Davies egresses thus: "Without provision for
supervision, vocational advice and aid in securing employ-
ment during the first few after-school years, all the
results of many years of painstaking instruction in the
special 01aS3 may speedily go for naught." 4/
4/ Davies, ©p. cit., p. 335.
f
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CHAPTER II
II. Belated Readings
During the past two decades Interest in the problem of
educating the sentally retarded has developed rapidly* In
most communities it has been a great many years slnoe the
average hoy or girl has been allowed to sit through each grade
until his sixteenth birthday promoted him to the world of
adults* She need for speolal classes where these children may
progress through the needed academic skills at their own rate
and develop some coordination in the use of handwork is being
met quite generally* However, in spite of the fact that these
pupils are receiving the best of individualized Instruction in
reading* writing* arithmetic, and handwork with the purpose of
making them good citizens* many of them leave school to sink
back into a life of apathy and failure beoause of lack of
training in less tangible subjects* This is the great problem
of today for those Interested in the mentally retarded* As
these children reach the unstable phase of living known as
adolescence, much more attention must be paid to their inter-
ests, social adjustment, and occupational aptitudes with the
view of giving counsel and instruction even beyond aotual
school life* As Mueller states, "in order to discover these
speolal interests, aptitudes, and skills, the school may
be required to discard traditional subject matter, tests,
and methods of instruction* Hew units of measurement aro
needed to evaluate abilities ifcioh the abstract intelli-
gence test does not always reveal." 6/
5/ Mueller, John A. "Adjust i ng the Below Average Pupil."
Occupations, XVIII (October, 1939), pp. 98-100*

6Perhaps we need to make our objectives more comprehensive,
or at least to define them more specifically for the older
slow-learning child*
Host teachers vd 11 agree with Martens that "Because a
deficient child can, by, the time he is sixteen years old,
learn a little of a given school subject, it by no means
follows that such learning should beoome the goal of his
eduoation.^/She further elaborates that "When he reaches
the adolescent period, regardless of Ms previous educa-
tional achievement, emphasis should be placed upon civic,
social, manual, and prevooational activities having a
direct bearing upon the life situations to follow." jj
In discussing a sixteen year old child with a mental age
of ten years, Kellogg feels that "We err gravely when we
carelessly remark 'He has reached his mental capacity,
he'll never go any farther.' We know that we have not in
any full measure developed all the habits, attitudes,
and skills of which that individual is capable. He may
learn no more complicated ideas than a ten year eld
mentality can understand, but he is capable of learning
many more of the simpler and more praotical skills
necessary for aiooessful living." 8/ It is her belief
that "The happy child is the goal of education, but the
worthy citizen is the ultimate purpose we wish to achieve.
We know that if we send them out of our schools incompe-
tent, insecure, unsocial, and untrained to make the very
most of their abilities, we have failed utterly, although
they may have been happy with us."
€/ Martens, Blise H. A Guide to Curriculum Adjustment for
Mentally Retarded Children. U. 3. Department of interior
bulletin Ho. 11. Washington: Government Printing Office,
1936. 9 pp.
7/ Martens, op. oit. , p. 26.
8/ Kellogg, Roberta Meade. "A Follow-Up Study of One Hundred
Males Who Spent Some lime in the Special Classes In the
Public Schools of Hewton, Mass." Unpublished Master's
Thesis, Boston University, 1941. 68 p.
9/ Kellogg, op. oit., p. 5.
4
Inskeep describes the goal for spool al class children thus:
"for them as for normal ohildron, it is the same goal by
which consciously or unconsciously, every school system
in a demooraoy is measured — the training of self-
controlled, self-supporting olti sens." y>7
This idea 3 Drought eut by Hungerford who believes that
"The motivating factor behind special education for the
retarded today is one of contribution to society rather
than mere participation in society. It is certain that
f) is broad objective can never be known or attained by
cataloging the <fc arsoteristios of Individuals as they
are* Instead it will become increasingly necessary to
consId or, study, and understand individuals from the
standpoint of contribution potentialities, and the
patterns of growth whereby they have reaohed these
potentialities*" Jl/
Again we find this need mentioned by HoKeon who writes
"He have no reason to believe that in all instances they
have attained all the knowledge they will be able to
attain; their oontoots in adult life will add much to
their knowledge* we should, however, equip them with all
the skills, and habits that will prove of help te
them." 22/
10/ Inskeep, Annie Dolman, reaching Pall and Retarded
Children- Hew York: Hacmlllan Company, 1926. 2 pp.
11/ Hungerford. Hi chard H. "the Detroit Plan for the
Occupational Education of the Mentally Retarded"*
American Journal of Mental Deficiency* XVII (May, 1936),
220 pp.
12/ MoKeon, Rebecca Mary. "A Follow Up Study of special
Class Boys Who Attended the Ledge Street Sohool at
Worcester, Massachusetts During the Tears 1932-1942."
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1944.
52 pp.
<
8In every instance the opinion seems to be shared that we mist
strive, in spit e of the intellectual handicap of the slow
learner, to develop other assets which can sake him a worth-*
while member of society. To this end many studies and experi-
ments have been made and are still in the proc ess, to discover,
evaluate, and develop these assets which may be the key to
success or failure in life*
Among the most valuable possessions of any individual,
normal or sub-normal, are these:- a plead ng personality, an
interest in, and desire to learn a certain type of work, and
an ability to coordinate the hands and eyes with dexterity*
Regarding personality, Potter defines it as "She sum of tin
facilities for adaptation." 13/ He disseots the qualities
that go to make up personality into eleven principal com-
ponents, namely:
1* intellectual characteristics
2. sense of responsibility
3. industrial efficiency
4* output of nervous and muscular energy
5. habitual reactions to inferiority
6. sociability
7* o onduct and behavior
8. mood
9, reactions related to mood
10. special aptitudes and interests
11. unique and pathological traits
13/ Potter, H. W., "Personality in the Mental Defective."
Mental Hygiena.
I<
If we oould develop the best in all of these traits, we
should have a well adjusted person indeed. Sometimes it is
easy to forget that the mentally retarded share the oommon
human emotions. When every opportunity for improving the
personality is utilized the problem of social adjustment
diminishes aooordlngly. "The sooial development of the
mentally retarded child," as viewed by Ingram, "is largely
dependent on his mental and physical development. His
physical development - size, endurance, and motor coordina-
tion - and his desire to be like others are an aid in
bringing about a sooial development that is as consistent with
his physical development as pos3ible." 14/
There seems to be little doubt that many personalities
are formed by the physical, as well a3 the mental characteris-
tics of the individual, all of whioh has a direct bearing upon
his social adjustment. A special class teacher has bat to
recall some of the very adept nicknames applied to various
members of the class:- the cocksure, diminutive fellow dubbed
"little Caeser", or the gangling six footer better known as
"Frankenstein", regardless of the fact that his disposition
was of the meekest variety,
14/ Ingram, Christine P. Education of the 3low Learning Child.
Yonkers-on-Hudson, Hew York: Woria Book Company, 1935.
18 pp«
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In the words of Martens "It is just as important to educate
the aent ally retarded child to be happy and efficient in his
social relationships as it is to try to make him able to earn
a ljSBlihood. His life, like that of all other8 ,is compos ed
of living as well as earning. " JJ5/ It is also her opinion
that "Limitation of his school program to the mastery of mere
minimum essentials of academic knowledge will never prepare
him t© live a useful social iiife." 16/
One of the most important outgrowths of the child's
sooial adjustment is his interest in tne occupational world*
Ihis interest, especially among the retaxuea, needs to be
sticmlated in every conceivable way. He needs to see, hear,
and feel the experiences of the workaday life. As Martens
explains "Through research studies it has been found that most
mentally retarded children can learn to work with concrete
materials and objects better than they cm learn to work with
symbols or abstract ideas.' "Beoause of this, as many real
life experiences as possible should be presented to the child."
15/ Martens, op. oit.
, p. 17.
16/ Martens, op. oit., p. 16
17/ Martens, op. oit., p. 9
t
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Interest should not bo too difficult to obtain beoau 90 SUB
Brewer put it "Ihe activities needed for the living being who
is to be guided are already for the aost part of the very
stuff of his present life." 16/ It seems very important,
therefore, to investigate his present life and interests in
order to have some sound basis for effective vooational
guidance* "She whole vocational guidance movement in this
country" avers Frampton and Lowell, "really spread from an
effort to minister to the socially handicapped children of
Immigrants in slum areas* Indeed tne nandioapped are still
the best laboratories for the future development of this
work." 19/ Brewer professes th»t "Vocational guidance not
only helps John and Jane to plan better careers for themselves,
it also helps all citizens to plan an improved occupational
world." 20/ He further states that "Ko real life oaa be
lived on the basis of vooational failure." 21/
18/ Brewer, op. oit., p. 19.
19/ Prampton, Merle £. and Howell, Hugh Grant, gduoation
of the Handicapped . Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York:
World Book Company, 1938. Vol. I pp. 165-218.
20/ Brewer, op. cit., p. 60.
21/ Brewer, op. oit. , p. 293.
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la giving a definition of the term vocational guidance , he
explains "Vocation comprises the activities to which most
adults devote the largest share of their tine and effort, and
through which they receive the food, clothing, shelter, and
other things needful to their living." ZZi "Guidance leads
children to look over the po 3sito lit ies, to survey the pros
and cons of various alternatives in the light of their own and
others experience, and to understand why their teachers and
counselors have planned certain studies for them* * 23/ When
the tremendous significance of th»oe two oomraonly used words
is carefully digested, there is mo need to comment upon the
enormity of the task confronting educators today* In a study
of 1000 pupils In the Hawthorne Junior High of San Antonio,
Texas, the following statistics gathered by Allen seem to
indicate that the Interests of the mentally retarded are
influenced by their ability* "The students witti I.Q.'s
falling between 90 and 100 approached somewhat nearer to what
might be considered their level as 16$ seleoted unskilled jobs,
and 51% chose semi-skilled occupations, Suoh faots Indicate
that vocational guidance is especially needed for the lower
mentality group • Shis group presents a peculiar and highly
specialised problem. In presenting occupations to them we
must endeavor to offer those that are within their grasp* "24/
ZZ/ Brewer, op* oit*, 17 pp*
23/ Brewer, op* oit., 23 pp.
11/ Allen, *rda Talbot, "Gogs in the Occupational Wheel.
Occupations* Vol. XS Ho. 1 (Ootober, 1941) 316 pp.
Jr
She also states that "Statistics further show that a large
majority of workers are engaged in, and are only capable of
doing unskilled or seal-skilled jobs. All of these individuals
would probably have profited more had they been given individ-
ual vocational guidance and training instead of being forced
through the regular school program. %5/ To fulfill these
needs a special class teacher must be prepared to serve as
psychologist
,
job analyst and occupational coordinator*
Oonsideriz^ the fact that many people share the gloomy
opinion of Doll that "Ihe mentally defective who may be
oocupationally and socially sucoessfal today as a result of
the oritioal shortage of oivilian manpower will presumably
uuiokly be shuffled back to poverty and dependency when the
war is over." 26/ every effort should be spent to train the
child both in school and on the job* In school this brings
up the question of praotioal and profitable handwork.
25/ Allen, op. oit., 315 pp.
£6/ Doll, Edgar A. "Mental Defectives and the War. " American
Journal of Mental Deficiency. Vol. XLIX Ho. 1 ( July 1944)
66 pp.
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As defined by Spaulding, "The necessity of coordinating
eouc; tion of the hand, vsith education of the mind, is proven
by the fact that useful mental activity most be expressed in
useful bodily activity to be of real value* Further proof
of this is demonstrated by statistics vrhioh in fora us that
between 80 and 90$ of our people who support themselves
end others, make their living at some form of manual, or
manual and mental work combined* These two facts make clear
the importance and necessity of eduoeting all children while
yet in school to develop manipulative skill." 27/ Frampton
and Eowell review the same thought in the statement "Careful
experiments conducted by Dr* Mary Vanuxem at Laurelton State
Village in Pennsylvania indicate that if the training is
specific and objective rather than academic and abstract,
effective preparation for successful extramural life can be
imparted." 28/ There is no doubt that proper handwork for tls
retarded child is of utmost importance* Inskeep expresses
its value in "Handwork as perhaps nothing else in school,
enables the ohild to see in concrete form the fallacy in his
reasoning, the fault in his Judgment." 29/
27/ Spaulding, Lewis W* "Practicable Cooperative Vocational
Education." Vocational Education Magazine* Vol. Ill
Ho . 1 ( January 1925} 5 pp.
28/ Frampton and Rowell, op* oit., p. 184*
29/ Inskeep, op. oit., p* 345.
t*
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She continues "The dull-normal More than any other hoy,
should learn the modern shop methods and machines rather than
he forced to work hy the pedantic hook method in vogue in some
schools." 30/ It is also her belief that "If the child of
low mentality remains in the elementary grades after the age
of fourteen, he has probably reached almost the limit of
whatever academic work he can do, and then 3/5 of the time of
each day oould profitably he spent iu aoxte form of handwork. 0
She next problem revolves around the type of handwork which is
most beneficial* Martens says "In pursuit of these findings
*
experiments have been made to determine what sorts of hand-
work are acceptably carried on by boys and girls of less than
75 I.Q. A great many different kinds of useful work can in
fact, be mastered by them." gg/ She feels that "The world
would certainly be a different and perhaps much less oomfort-
able place if all citizens below 90 I.Q. were to be eliminated
from it," 53/
30/ Inskeep, op. oit,, p. 382.
3Sl/ Inskeep, op. oit., p. 337.
32/ Martens, op. oit., p. 9. *
33/ Martens, loo. oit.

In suamiog up her opinion of handwork she states "If manual
activities are to contribute to the aims of education for
aentally retarded hoys and girls, they Must help to develep
working habits and skills that oontribute toward their ability
to secure employment and te live as social beings ." 34/
As Inskeep remarks, "She coordination of mental action and
handwork is most readily motivated by means of projeots." 35/
What should the objectives of tie se projects be?
According to Ingram, "If the right kinds of habits,
skills, and attitudes are acquired the individual will be
prepared te make adjustments to different kinds of jobs,
although he may have specific new processes to learn in each
case* Habits of working neatly and honestly, of oaring for
tools and materials economically, and of being punctual,
cheerful, and steady must all be developed* The child should
learn to use tools and materials skillfully and independently.
He should learn about the requirements of local jobs that he
may be able to fill and the amount of remuneration that may be
expected from different kinds of jobs* Confidence and self-
respect should be establish ed In relation to the kind of a
job he is able to fill." 36/
It is Inskeep' s observation that "C*~raoter making,
though, as a result of skillfully planned, well-directed hand
education should be a fundamental in the mind of every teacher
of retarded children* This character growth comes through
sec ial contacts in handwork* The common use of equipment, the
helpful attitude toward a fellow vTorter, problems or pieces of
work undertaken cooperatively, and the leaving of tools so that
others can find and use them - all prepare the child for
social living." 37/
34/ Martens, op* oit*, p* 106
35/ Inskeep, op* oit*, p* 344
36/ Ingram, op* oit*, p. 71*
37/ Inskeep, loo. oit.
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Martens has evolved a very exoellent and praotioal list,
"Those are the speoifio objeotives whioh Must be kept In mind
if the retarded child is to go out from the sohool equipped to
carry on successfully in terms of his own ability.
1* An ease and joy in social relationships that enable hia
to find friends and to participate in social experiences*
2* The knowledge and disposition to keep physically well in
order to enjoy life to its maxima.
3* An ability to plan and to choose his leisure activities
wisely*
4. An ability to cook his own food, care for his own olothes
and to aake his dwelling habitable*
5* The ability to earn as such or tha necessities of life
as possible*
6* Enough general knowledge of speoifio skills to spend his
earned salary wisely; and enough general knowledge of
the products necessary in sustaining life te give aeaning
to their use." jg/
There is a similarity in the aias of these writers hut
there has been a wide variety of experiments among educators
in an effort to attain them* Many educators have begum to
realize the truth of the assertion by Inskeep that "—due to
the faot of low relationship between intelligence and
mechanical ability almost as many unintelligent people have good
aeohanioal ability as have poor mechanical ability; consequent-
ly a large proportion of the school failures would become
competent tradesaen if the methods of instruction were adapted
to the type of mentality which such people possess* This con-
clusion means muoh for salvaging human resources* n 59/
58/ Martens, ©p. cit*, p. 19*
39/ Inskeep, op* cit*, p* 335*
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A comprehensive report on various curricula "by Oorre
gives an interesting account of what is being done for the
dull-normal pupil. "Reports revelved from various aohools
indicate that the larger schools where a greater variety
of courses are available usually find it easier to Beet
the needs of this special group. They install vocational
classes that train for a variety of the semi-skilled
factory jobs; special classes in such academic subjects as
history, taught largely from pictures, English from news-
papers and magazines, arithmetic and algebra through the
solution of practical shop problems and special classes in
oooupational orientation and in personality problems." 40/
She oontinues "In furthering the dull-normal pupil's adjust-
ment, one school system reduces the number of persons with
whom the pupil has to deal. For example, one teaoher
teaohes all academic subjects, while thore is a different
teaoher in each of the commercial, technical, home-making,
and art subjects." 41/
The Junior Training Department follows this arrangement
quite closely and also the one which she explains as "Homo-
geneous grouping and adjustment of v.ork to the intelligence
of olass members makes it possible for each pupil to achieve
in accordance with his special abilities - without the sense
of the failure which results from attempting to work beyond
one's capacities."
40/ Oorre, Mary P. "in Adjusted Curriculum for the Dull
Hormal Pupil." Oo pupations Vol. XVII, Ho. 1.
(October, 1938). 34 pp.
41/ Oorre, op. oit., p. 35.
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In describing the system of the Essex County Vocational Schools
of Newark, Hew Jersey, she says they "have made an interesting
contribution toward the solution of the problem of the
dull-normal student through the organization of multi-
occupations courses for boys and girls based on a survey
of both the semi-skilled Jobs, and the semi-skilled
workers of industry* The various units used to teach
job versatility are many. For boys there are ten units -
simple building maintenance and repair, simple furniture
repairs and^efinishing, minor electrical tests and
repairs, factory type sheet metal, general factory,
bindery, automobile service, store, cafeteria and
restaurant work and related work. liaoh of these ten
units is broken down into a number of simple processes
totaling 107 for all ten units. For example, unit two,
simple furniture repairs and refinishing is broken down
into six prooesses as follows: repairing leather pad end
wood sets, setting in chair seats, seat upholstery,
making simple repairs to automobile upholstery, and
simple repairs to and refinishing furniture." 42/
Most of these units seem practical and teachable without too
much difficulty in obtaining the necessary materials.
"For girls there have been developed seven units:
factory meohanioal work, food preparation, fabric work,
laundry, store, home and olothing work, as well as
related work. In a XL these seven units include a total
of 118 prooesses." 43/
That these projects must have been worthwhile is confirmed
by the faot that "Beoords from the school placement office
show that students taking these multi-oooupatlons courses
and currently or subsequently entering industry have
been out of work only s few weeks after losing their jobs -
a shorter span of unemployment than is common with other
semi-skilled junior -.orkers." 44/
There seems to be a great deal in these units which would be
applicable to a special class*
42/ Oorre, ©p. oit. , p. 35.
43/ Corre, op. oit., p. 37.
44/ Martens, op. oit., p. 97.
r
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Martens has some suggestions for aanual and pre-vocational
experienoes for an advanced division:-
1* "Household duties :-
All the odds and ends of duties connected with a
house or oafeteria, or a hotel. She standard for
this gr jap should he very high*
2. Laundry :
-
Oareful laundering of more difficult pieces of
clothing or household linens.
3» Oooking:-
Oooking all the different types of food which would
be used in a family or cafeteria situation.
4. Personal hygiene:-
Smphasi's on cleanliness and good habits in all life
situ^t ion3.
5* Table etiquette:-
Hanners which would make the children acceptable at
any family or public table. w
In connection with these units she believes that "Each child
should be educated for 8 one participation in the world's
work provided his handicaps are not so great that he is
completely barred from productive employment. It may be
found with proper training that the child is able to do
certain kinds of sork which are helpful. As adults,
seriously retarded children will ordinarily work under
supervision in the occupational world. One must think
of his education, then, as giving him help for partial
if not complete self-support." 45/
One of the most interesting and outstanding experiments for
the retarded child was carried out by Hopkins on in a unit
on plastics. Her plan developed from the fact that many
of the special class and vocational pupils found jobs at a
local plastics factory after leaving school. She was able to
45/ Martens, op. oit.
, p. 16.

arrange for the installation of real machinery in the voca-
tional olass and hand tools in the special clas for the
Baking of modern plastio Jewelry. Another reason for under-
taking the experiment with the slow learner was her belief
that "In industry they are placed under people who do not
understand then and expect the sane from them as of normal
individuals, consequently, both parties are dissatisfied.
The individual drifts from one job to another until he
happens to find work within his mental understanding and
ability* "46/ Because of her own work with tbese young
people in the plastics company, she felt that if they were
trained by someone who understands their individual needs
they could enter the industry knowing what they should do,
and be placed in a practical occupation. In the course of
her survey she found that a factory olass teaching incoming
employees how to handle the machinery, "has saved the
company a great deal of money in materials and time. There
is bound to be seme waste while one's learning, but with
supervision and individual attention, this waste is out to a
minimum." 47/ This finding led her to think that "Such a
olass would be especially valuable to the subnormal group.
Shey need more time and attention than the normal per 3on.
with the right type of teacher who understands them, they
would become the skilled workers any employer would find
an asset to his plant." 48/
46/ Hopkinson, Hilda May. "Vocational Training in Plastics
for Prevooational Classes." Unpublished Masters Thesis.
Boston University, 1944. 1 pp.
47/ Hopkinson, op. cit., p. 31*
58/ Hopkinson, loo. cit.
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She was convinced that "Their training would help them to
alee easily the transition from the hand machines to
the power machines for basically they are operated in
the same manner, only of course at a rapid speed* After
their preliminary training in the classroom, they would
feel perfeotly at ease after one week at these mao nines* "49/
In describing the experiment, she states that "It took the
special class nearly six months to learn all the
processes (two mornings a week)." 50/
Begaraing the other class she explains, "the experiment carried
out with the prevooational class ascertained that voca-
tional training could he successfully taught in their class
room* She work was found to he beneficial not only in
training manual dexterity hut also in training worthwhile
traits of character* It developed poise, gave the pupils
a feeling of self-confidence and a better understanding
of how to work and share with others as they will have to
do wtem they leave school to earn their living*" §l/ This
brings the problem of handwork up to the question of
direct application to occupations*
"The final step toward solution of this problem", in the
viewpoint of Mueller, "is to find an outlet for this
specialized training in elementary skills* This step can
be accomplished only by oo nvinoing employers that an
employee trained in but one speoifio activity, even though
below average in intelligence, may be just as efficient in
a given simple task, far more contented, and possibly offer
less difficulty than the normal individual with a general
bioader training who sees the job merely as a stepping
stone*" 52/ In mentioning one method of dealing with a
mentally retarded hoy he explains, "He is not enrolled in
the general ele otrie shop but is given opportunity to
specialize in one particular elementary branch of
eleotrioity, such as house-wiring*" 53/
49/ Eopkinson, op* oit*, p* 65*
50/ Hopkinson, op. oit., p. 149.
51/ Hopkinson, op. cit., p* 98.
52/ Mueller, op. oit., p. 98.
5g/ Mueller, loc. cit.
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He further oites an example of a boy with an I.Q. of 67 who
showed interest in tearing down automobile units and has a
steady job doing same at #50. a no nth. That there is a need
for this training in specific skills is brought out by
Ohanning's report that "The great majority of the individuals
studied had gone into work of unskilled or semi-skilled
types - more than half into the manufacturing and
meohanioal industries* The nest largest number of jobs
for boys were classifiable as transportation - work as
teamsters, truok drivers and taxi drivers." 54/ Fryer
and Sparling feel that "To allow the length of training
period to vary for different individuals in an occupation
often makes it possible for individuals of various levels
of intelligence to learn the same tasks equally well*
It has been demonstrated that if sufficient time is allowed
even the feeble-minded can master occupational tasks not
ordinarily open to them under the usual time limits of
apprenticeship*" 55/ They write that "Occupational
success does not depend alone upon intelligence* Other
human factors such as industry, drive, and personality
play their part in success*" 56/ For that reason, "It
is possible for inferior individuals, that is, those with
the lower scores in the Intelligence distribution for a
certain occupation to make a satisfactory adjustment
because of other human qualities necessary to that adjust-
ment." 57/ These observations make it appear important
to give every child a chance to develop some particular
skill, and to practice it* Brewer declares that "—we
may safely say that skilled actions are taught by watching
over the activities of boys and girls and helping them
when leering is necessary by whatever means will best
stimulate this learning." 58/ One of the chief means of
stimulating this learning is part time employment*
54/ Ohanning, Alice. Employment of Mentally Deficient Boys
and Girls. Washington, D* C: U* s. Department
Government Printing Office, 1932. 53 pp.
55/ Fryer, Douglas and Sparling, E.J. "Intelligence and
Occupational Adjustment*" Occupations Vol. XII Ho. 10.
(June, 19 34) , 55 pp.
56/ Fryer and Sparling, op* oit.
, p. 56.
W/ Fryer and Sparling, op. oit., p* 63.
58/ Brewer, op. oit., p. 92.
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He eonclud es, "Shere la no doubt that the cooperative plan of
education - whether far general or vocational education -
furnishes an excellent background for offering vocational
guidance to students. Under these schemes most of the
manipulatl ve skills can be taught in the factory or on
the farm, and in the store cr office, the pupil workers
earning half as much as they would in full-time jobs." fg/
This part time scheme is looked upon favorably by &oddaril
who thinks that w It is quite possible that we may find in
the course of our attempts at industrial training, that
there are certain kinds of piece work that these children
can be trd ned to do: something that is simple and uniform
and does not require a great amount of judgment and
intelligence. Then they become wage earners in this
direotion. Sven if they are in a school, they would then
be earning something, and which is much more important,
would be happy in doing m mething. * 60/ In explaining
the assertion that "In every business and industrial
community there is a certain turnover of help,* he asks,
"would it not be better for the high schools and the
commercial interests of a community to so cooperate in the
vocational education of the young; tis for each community to
train enough of their own yoiimg folks to fill ttese
positions rather than to hire help from away, and thus
compel large numbers of their young folks to leave the
community and go elsewhere for employment under the seriousg^ap .« hartBg Mi m m| W^ss o, trale «periW
3?he question might also be asked apropos of the mental^ re-
tarded in the unskilled or semi-skilled Jobs to save the
community the probable expense of supporting them* Dorsey has
listed some advantages of part-time instruction as given in
108 Angeles by employers in the order of their preference :-
59/ Brewer, op. cit., p. 353.
60/ Goddard. Henry H. Subsequent draining of Defective
Children. Hew York: World Book Company, 1923. 68 pp.
6l/ Spaulding, op. cit., p. 5.
•
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"1.
2.
3.
4.
6*
Punctuality
Courtesy
English
Following & reotions
Matheaatios
6. Self-respect
7. Health efficiency
6* Job instruction
9. To know good books
10. To know good entertainment,"
62/
In the White House Conference, Doll declares that "The sub-
normal child can be put at productive work earlier than
the child who needs bo re time for preliminary training." 63/
Kellogg asserts that her study "does reveal that little
preparation is required for the jobs upon which these sub-
normal people set forth. The employers stated that educa-
tion beyond the fourth grade was needed for only 5$ of the
jobs. The habits of *ork that these children had, helped
them more than any specific training in any given occupa-
tion. This fact, coupled with the facts brought out
regarding employment and success in handwork would again
emphasize the need of(ieve loping muscular coordination to
its very maximum and provide many working experiences to
facilitate ease in adjustment to types of vrark called
upon to be exeouted." 6ft/ Certainly a part-time system
should provide these experiences and for nearly all of an
advanced group if no more than a fourth grade intellectual
level is generally required. In his study Davies says
that, "It has been found that the minimum intellectual
level at which a girl is capable of industrial adjustment
is six years." 66/ Concerning retarded girls, Fryer &
Sparling find tllat ft Extensive investigations into the
intelligence requirements of women's occupations has been
carried on in the Vocational Adjustment Bureau of Hew York
City under the direction of Emily T. Burr with the purpose
of establishing minimum levels at which girls below the
mental age of twelve may be considered vocationally
adjusted, or will have some probability of success in an
occupation." 66/
62/ Dorsey, Susan M. "Objectives in Part time Education"
Vocational jduoat ional Magazine . Vol. II Ho. 4
(December, 1923) 328 pp.
63/ White House Conference on Child Health and Protection.
Special Education, the Handicapped and the Gifted Child.
Hew York: The Century Company, 1931. 457 pp.
64/ Kellogg, op. cit., p. 15.
65/ Davies, op. cit., p. 334.
66/ Fryer and Sparling, op. oit., p. 60.
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Some examples from their "Table III Minima Intelligence
Levels for Women's Occupations" follow:
Occupations
Packing
Miscellaneous light factory work
Assembling, errand girl, examining, pasting
Gutting, folding,garment machine operating
Hand sewing, press operating, filing,
stock girl
Clerical work
Selling work
Minimum H.A .
5 yr.
6 yr,
7 yr.
8 yr.
9 yr.
10 yr.
11 yr.
But they warn that "to generalize that any and all applicants
of a retarded mental development of five years can be sent
to packing job is to invite disaster. There are numerous
personality factors, especially among subnormal girls
,
which influence success in a large measure." 67/
A different type analysis of occupations for women by Wells
shows that, "Of all the gainful occupations for w men, house-
hold employment today enlists by far the greatest number
of workers, a* esplte the many other fields into which women
have gone in recent years* Tet in spite of its numerical
importance* household employment has failed to receive
sufficient consfi eratlon by v optional counselors,
employers, employment agencies, or by the workers
themselves." 68/ This would seem to be an Important field
to consider *?or mentally retarded girls, especially in
connection with a part -tine arrangement. Wells believes
that "If good working and living conditions with shorter
hours, can become more general, and social security can
be provided, a greater number of girls will undoubtedly
enter household occupations. If better standards (such as
t&ose referred to above) are to prevail, many of ths woriers
must be better trained." 69/
67/ Fryer and Sparling, op. cit., p. 61.
58/ Wells, Dorothy P. "Household Emnlojiers - 1,500,000
Occupations . Vol. XVI, JTo. 5 (February, 1938) 417
69/ Wells, op. cit., p. 420 .
Women •
PP.
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It would seen that if girls mere working out from a school
system that such standards oould be insisted upon. Although
this study does not inolude girls, it is important and
interesting to know that improvements are being made in the
edu> ational system for them, also.
Another problem v&ioh faces educators at the present
time regarding deficient hoys is that of military service
•
Concerning this Doll makes the forcible statement that "It is
hardly less than extraordinary that in view of the
importance of skills in the success of the fighting mam
that so little systematic attention has been paid to the
evaluation of this particular aptitude. The principal
record of mental defectives in the army is one of
disappointed hope and ultimate separation from the
service without much profit tov*sid winning the war. " 70/
In a conclusion about these boys and the retarded war
workers he hopes that, "We should, however* asj quickly
as possible exchange and assemble the experiences growing
out of these reoent critical years nnd prepare ourselves
for that larger public service in the post-war period of
vhieh we are capable and to which we should certainly
address our most earnest efforts, our wide knowie^S® sod
our professional skills • " 71/
70/ Doll, op. oit., p. 66.
73/ Doll, loo. oit.
**
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It certainly appears that s onething should he done to help
these hoys toward an adjustment to the armed forces in the
teaching of ao me of the mo st necessary skills and in tie
realization of the military views on discipline,
The final problem in special olass education leads us
heyond the years of actual school life. As Kellogg puts it,
"There is a real need for some way to measure growth
between the ages of 16 and 18 to determine if the
educational system is not missing its greatest opportunity
to train these youths in ways of living, in vocational
preparation, and in meeting social situations. n 72/
Among her comments on the boys she studied is this, "None
mentioned ever getting employment through a newspaper or
any employment agency. It was evident that many did not
know where to go for a job, how to ask for one, or what to
try to do. They had little idea of their capabilities,
where to go for jobs, or what kind of work to look for;
they showed a definite lack of vocational guidance or
preparation." 7 5/ This opinion is shared by Ohanning who
reports "The need for the development of a system of
placement and supervision for pupils from special classes
is indicated by the fact that only 5^ of the individuals
in the present study had had any help from the school or
from plaoemsnt offices in getting work for which they
were fitted or in which any special ability that they
might have had could be utilized." 74/
With such unsatisfactory findings no special class teacher can
help feeling the dire need of placement and supervision, for
retarded young folks*
72/ Kellogg, op. oit., p. 68.
7 3/ Kellogg, loc. oit.
7 4/ Ohanning, op. oit.
, p. 381.
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Ia reviewing the foregoing material, it is evident that
eaoh of the authors in his own way was striving to develop
the following
1. Hew conceptions of the ability of the mentally retarded.
2. Hew aims for their education.
3. New opportunities for attaining agreeable personality
traits and sooial adjustment.
4. New ways of stimulating and making effective use of the
child's interests.
5. New sibjects to be included in the regular curricula.
6* New ideas for effective types of handwork as related to
occupational skills*
7. New methods for measuring progress in these skills.
8. New plans for cooperation wit b employers of unskilled
or semi-skilled workers.
9. New systems of part-time work experiences.
10. New procedure for pi aceme it and supervision of these
children in industry.
As a result of their investigations and experiments it
seems safe to draw a number of oonolusions. The retarded
child is no longer considered a poor unfortunate who is
destined to become lost in the world's shuffle because of his
low I.Q. and academic ability. The belief seems to be that
with good teaching and proper training in the right fields that
he can develop into a productive and worthwhile citizen. The
community can use and appreciate a pleasant person who keeps
out of trouble, does his rork, and generally fits into the
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pattern of daily life with other people; regardless of his
Mentality. There seems to be a realization that retarded
children share the same emotions and many of the interests of
normal people". The adolescent defective hoy awakens to an
interest in girls, the desire to earn spending money, and the
need for considering himself as a prospective worker in the
world of adults* All of these interests can be used as
subjects for teaching better living habits. His personal
hygiene and appearance, his off Job experiences, and the whole
field of occupational information can be given greater signifi-
cance. If he is presented an opportunity to develop manipula-
tive skills in handwork which is related to actual occupations,
he will be more interested in becoming proficient in the skills.
This proficiency as measured with the actual requirements
of employers, will keep him aware of his progress, and of the
possibility of gaining employment. With the chance of part-
time employment at a job requiring a skill which he has
mastered, the child will gain invaluable experience and con-
fidence in his preparation for adult living. The crowning
achievement of hie school career will, no doubt, come from
actually being placed in a Job suitable to his ability, where
the employer understands his limitations and the teacher is
interested enough to guide his efforts steadily toward the
goal of success.
f
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OSAPTEB III
III. Plan of the Experiment
At the beginning of each school year all of the pupils
of the Junior draining Depart ment are adaini stored an achieve-
sent test and two meohanioal tests for the particular reason
of discovering candidates for the High School Vocational Class*
If any have completed work at a sixth grade level, have
mechanical aptitude , and will be sixteen years of age during
the current school year, they are accepted. From the time a
child is first recommended for Special Glass, he is tested
every three years in order to ascertain his I.£. and M.A.
These records in a brief case study, plus notes, concerning
each individual's part time work experiences and ambitions
are kept by the homeroom teacher*
This year with the occupations olasses divided into an
older and younger group, it was felt necessary to offer tte
boys who would soon be sixteen and leaving school, something
more conoerete than the ten units on occupational information
plannel last year. It was decided that those would serve vory
well for the younger group as an introduction to the occupa-
tional world, but that the 15 year old boys should have some
praotioes in manipulative skills through handwork integrated
with occupational skills, and an opportunity to use these
skills in supervised part time work experiences*
(c
Therefore, it is this older group of twenty boys with
whoa we are primarily concerned. Paring the first month of
school each boy was given an achievement test to determine
his academic ability in comparison to his mental age. Then
each was administered two mechanical tests. Dun ng the first
few occupations periods, two a week of one hour each, the
ambitions and part time work experiences of tie boys were
recorded. As a result of these records, three boys of the
twenty were found to be suitable for Vocational School, and
so they were promoted on November 1*
The nest problem was to set up a series of handwork
units which seemed to incorporate skills needed in occupations
To do this many factors were taken into consideration: first,
the interests and abilities of the pupils themselves; secondly
a survey of local industrial opportunities, and last but not
least the results and suggestions of many of the excellent
experiments and surveys already made on the subject.
The first ideas were derived from the olass itself,
the second from the classified ad section of the local
telephone directory which indicated places to visit and
gather information, and the last from the authors' research.
The consensus of opinion seems to be that the mentally
retarded enter the semi-skilled or unskilled occupations, and
so this was kept in mind as a basis for the manipulative
skills*

Some of the objectives for tin se units are well
expressed by Spanieling . The student should: -
"1. develop manipulative skill;
2. learn the true value and plaoe of productive and
servioe occupations;
3. learn the relation of employer and employee, as these
relations are in the commercial world today;
4* learn in what field of useful commercial endeavor he
or she can best develop;
5* earn a small amount while learning a useful occupation;
6. seoure the vitally necessary discipline that always
accompanies useful physical work done under real
industrial conditions;
7. gain a greatly increased scope of bud ness and
Industrial education of a kind that can be used at once
8. seoure the great benefit of a gradual Induction into
business and industrial life with some concrete ideas
of what it all means 75/
In regard to these manipulative skills Kellogg declares,
"Muscular coordination oan be trained and with thorough,
persistent, and careful repetitive teaching much oan be
accomplished in increasing manual dexterity, muscular
control, thoroughness of work and a high degree of
satisfactory output. "76/
7 5/ Spaulding, op. oit., p. 5
76/ Kellogg, op. oit., p. 27.
««
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So the units were planned with the idea of developing
the manipulative skills necessary for some seal -skilled and
unskilled jobs. Each unit is to he taught for four weeks,
one
/
hour a week, while the other weekly hour is spent in
visiting related places of indiBtry, making four visits to a
unit. How these units are to he taught is a matter for the
teaoher to deoide, hut the unit listed as number one concerning
unskilled labor was selected because as Whipple points out,
"The teaoher should see that all kinds of labor are
important, that the unskilled is ac essential in its
way as the skilled." 77/ For, she continues "What would
we do if there were no strong men to dig ditches or pave
streets? If there wore none who would clean our streets
or collect our garbage for us?" 78/
Number two, shoe repair, was chosen because it is the
ohlef local industry and will, no doubt, employ the majority
of the class, as past records prove. The third on clothing
repair was selcoted because of the obvious need among some of
the members of the class for that sort of training, and beocause
the laundry was to furnish one of the part time work experien-
ces. Humber four, raeohanicel repair, was included to satisfy
the interest of various members of the class, and to provide
an opportunity to handle and repair objects often found in need
77/ Whipple, Helen Davis. Making Citizens of the Mentally
Retarded. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 1927. 58 pp.
78/ Whipple, loo. cit.
«<
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of attention about the home. The next, on auto repair, has,
of oourse, a definite oooupational purpose as well as being
one of the part time experiences. The driver unit was planned
to stirsttlate those with ambitions along that line, and
because, as Kellogg suggests, "It seems not impossible that
our educational program for these sub-normal youths
could include a course on the operation of motor vehicles
that would be so simple and yet so comprehensive that the
motor laws would become meaningful for them and the
technique of driving would be but one part of the phase
of operating a motor vehiole. There is a great need for
a clear study of intelligence and automobile accidents." 79/
The unit concerning electrical repair envelops the
possibility of many industrial uses along with simple home
needs. Furniture repair is listed chiefly for the sake of
home economy, while the construction unit has the broader
conception of oooupational application. The last unit on the
store or restaurant worker has as its purpose, a direct
transfer to a part time work experience. Insofar as possible,
we tried to include a unit on, or a visit to, whatever occupa-
tion the child's ambition directed. In every case the units
were planned to keep the expense of tools and materials down
to a minimum, and a t a level where the boys might have suoh
equipment available for praotioal purposes at home.
During the visits the pupils were supposed to pay par-
ticular attention to the number of workers employed, the
various Jobs done, tools and machinery used, and the skills
79/ Kellogg, op. cit. p. 68.
«*
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noticed for each job.
In the classroom units he v&s to he rated on his
ability to follow directions, the promptness with whioh he
started to work, his cooperation with fellow v'orkers, the
jb atness and accuracy of his work, the care of tools, the
oleasing up of debris, and the speed with which he perforated
all of the functions. At the end of the hour eaoh child was
to be advised of his rating and given suggestions for
improving his weaknesses*
I
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FOR tJIITS
1. j?o arouse interest in the fields of unskilled and semi-
skilled occupations.
2. to proTide handwork projects related in skills to suitable
occupations for an advanced group of mentally retarded hoys
3. To make a simple job analysis of the skills required for
some of the jobs mentioned in relation to the units.
4. To develop skill in the care and use of simple tools and
materials*
5* To appreciate the need for safety at work at all times.
6. To appreciate the value of promptness, courtesy,
cooperation, and responafoility while working.
7. To realize that perfect practice makes for perfect work-
manship.
8. To develop the desire to become proficient at some
particular skill.
9. To appreciate a piece of rcork neatly and accurately done.
10. To understand the relationship of the skills used in the
units to occupational skills.

Unit Title
I. Laboring
IV. inue&icijed Handwork Uaits
Related Plaoea to Visit Project
1. High school grounds
38
1* Tend classroom
details
2. High sohool lunchroom 2. Help in lunciirocn
3. High sohool boiler room 3* Help building
custodian
4. High sohool athletic
field
II. Shoe repair 5* Blacking company
6. Cobbling shop
7. Shoe factory
8. Sorap leather factory
9. Tailor
10. Clothing factory
11. Dry oleaning
12. Laundry
III. Clothing
repair
IV. Mechanical
repair
V. Auto
repair
12. Screw machine shop
14. Welding shop
15. Iron foundry
16. Watoh and jewelry
repair shop
17. Auto body shop
18. Service station
4. Help field
custodian
5. Shine shoes
6. Put on lifts
7. Put on half so lei
8. Make billfold
9. Mend socks
10. Patch Jackets
and pants
11. Spot and dry
clean
12. Wash and iron
shirt
13. Mend a toy
14. Solder a kettle
15. Dissemble a olook
16. Reassemble a
clock
17. How to change a
tire
18. How to put in
gas, oil, air and
water
19. Auto painting company 19. How to wash and
simonize

Unit Title Belated Plaoes to Visit
VI. Driver 20, General garage
21 « Transportation company
22. Bakery
23. ^airy
24. High sohool driver
education class
VII. Electrical 25. High school eleotri-
repair oian
26* Theatre eleotrioian
27. Auto electric servioe
28. Heon sign shop
VIH Furniture 29. High sohool shop
repair
30. Upholstery repair shop
31. Oaning and rushing
shop
32. Cabinet Baker
IX. Construction 33. High school
carpenter
34. Lumber supply
company
35. Building construc-
tion
36. Road construction
39
Project
20. How to change
spark plugs
21. Rig up an instru-
ment panel
22. Make a gear shift
lever
23. Make contraption
for brake and clutch
pedals
24. ait in "oar" and
go through motions
of starting, shift-
ing and stopping
25. Replace fuses
26. Repair switch box
27. Repair a cord
28. Wire a lamp
29. Brace a chair
30. Refinish chair with
stain
31. Reseat a chair
32. Refinish chair with
paint and apply
deoals
33. Make shoe shine
box
34. Make a tool box
35. Make a log cabin
36. Make a bird house
1
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Unit Title
X. Store and
Restaurant
Related Places to Viait Project
37 . Department store
38. Market
39* Restaurant
37. Pack and wrap
0O33& 8
38. Arrange and cata-
log shelves
39. Hake ooooa
40. U. S, Employment
Office
40. Set up table and
wash dishes
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miT I - LABORIHG
Central theme
Many of this group of boys will, no doubt, enter the
field of unskilled labor Therefore, it seems important that
they should learn the value of the world's laborers, and some
of the great services wMoh they render to others. The more
skills of this nature they can perform well, the better oiti-
zens they should be*
Objectives
1. To appreciate the value of ordinary hand labor done for
his comfort, safety, and enjoyment*
2. To gain skill in the performance of menial tasks*
3* To take pride in keeping his person, home, and community
attractive*.
4. To appreciate the labors performed for him by members of
his family*
5. To know how to use the following home tools and equipment
as applied to specific Jobs:-
Dishes, silver, food, rake, shovel, hoe, lawnmower,
broom, brush, wastebasket, trash barrel, incinerator,
dust cloth, mop, soap, water and pail.
Content
1. How to set up a table, serve a simple lunch, and,wash the
dishes*
1<
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Content (Cont'd)
a. Placing of plates, silver, and glassware,
b. Making and serving egg salad sandwich and cocoa,
e. Proper sequence for washing silver, glassware and
dishes, and rinsing*
2. How to take care of the High School grounds or any public
grounds*
a* Keeping free of litter*
b* Keeping off the grass*
o. Leaving flowers and shrubs alone*
3. How to keep a classroom or room at home neat and clean*
a* Scraping dirt off shoes before entering a room*
b* Putting and keeping everything in place*
o* Placing litter in a wastebasket*
d* Using furniture only as it was intended to be used.
4* Hott to clean and arrange a closet or cupboard*
a* Beiaoving everything for cleaning*
b* Discard ng unusable articles*
o* Washing and relining shelves*
d* Sorting articles for common use.
e* Rearranging for convenient access*
f* Cataloging articles which are not visible*
«
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5. Job analysis of a groundskeeper
Age - over 14
Sex - male
Educational draining - elementary
Speoial Qualifications - ability to measure, strength,
thoroughness, perseverance, eye for beauty
Equipment Used - rake, hoe, shovel, lawnmower, clippers
Chances of Promotion - limited
Wages - 40 to 50/ an hour
Dangers - out of doors, heavy work
Hours - 8 hour day
Seasonal or not - yes
Labor Union - no
Hature of work - planting and keeping lawns, shrubbery,
and gardens in condition. Requires much stooping,
stretching and lifting.
Approaches
1. Make a blackboard diagram for the proper set up of a table
and discuss the reasons for the placing of each object,
2« Dicouss the needs for thorough washing and rinsing of
dishes to insure cleanliness and freedom from germs,
3. Discuss how each one can help improve the appearance of the
High School grounds, of the classroom, of the home.
Find pictures in magazines which exemplify good and bad
examples*
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Approaches (Cont'd)
4* Hake a list of the duties performed by the classroom jani-
tor and tell how they affect each person in the school,
such as keeping the inkwells filled, getting rid of
trash, keeping the room clean and healthful, a$ ueting
desks, and seats for comfort*
5* Have a "bulletin hoard of magazine pictures showing men
performing ordinary lahor such as digging , a garden and
discuss the ways in which this labor will affect himself,
his family and others.
6* Discuss how waste materials may be profitable suoh as
paper, scrap metals, and rubber being reclaimed*
7. Show a film on farming
Act ivi ties (one for each hour period)
1. Set a table, serve a light lunch, and wash the dishes in
the classroom,
2* Clean the grounds of trash after eaon recess*
3. Sweep the classroom floor, dust the furniture, fill the
inkwells, clean the blackboards, water the plants, empty
the wastebasket, answer the telephone*
4* Clean a classroom book closet, wash and line the shelves,
arrange books in sets and catalog, arrange other objects
for easy access, and discard trash*
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Evaluated outcomes
This unit should make each child conscious of the
numerous menial tasks which are performed by his family and by
workers every day to insure his comfort, safety, and enjoyment.
It should also give him confidence in his ability to help
insure the same benefits for others at home or wherever else
he may be. It may cause some of the boys to realize that in
this type of work they can best make a living, and a contribu-
tion to sooiety.
3ample Lesson Elan
1. Introduction
Hame some of the chores which you have to do at home.
List them on the blackboard such as dishwashing,
emptying trash and garbage, cleaning the cellar and
discarding unusable objects. What would happen if
these chores were left und&ne? List the dangers to
health, safety, and comfort. Who are some of the
workers in this city who earn their living performing
similar tasks? List on the blackboard, restaurant
workers, scavenger department, junk dealers, rind any
others mentioned.
2. Activities
a. Take books and materials out of the closet.
b. Dust and wash shelves,, walls, drawers and floor,
o. Keline shelves and drawers.
d. Catalog books and materials.
m
r
Af -rongA i»»t»ri «i« for «aay access .
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5* Conclusion
Appoint a committee to keep the closet clean and in
order. Send various membss of the olass to the closet
to obtain oertain books or objects to find out how long
it takes to locate them*
Correlated subjects
1* Arithmotia
a* Head large amounts of money assigned in the city
budget for laboring jobs,
b. Find perimeters and areas of garden plots and lawn
sites*
o* figure yield of a crop per acre*
d* Hake a grounds arrangement to scale*
2. Reading and Sooial Studies
a* Bead the chapter on Health & Sanitation from the
elementary composite unit "Our Story of Brockton"
b. Carry on a farming unit which enphasizes the labor
perforimd by workers on a small farm such as might be
found on the outskirts of the city,
o. Read about table etiquette.
3* Language
a.Write a letter to a frien desoribirig the reasons
for collecting waste materials*
b.Give reports on the work done by such laborers as
the farmer, Janitor .garbage collector, groundskeeper
find re staurant wo »fr+ri
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3. Language (cont'd)
o. Write a letter of application to the High 3ohool
greenskeeper asking for the opportunity to assist him.
d. Give oral accounts of the ohores done at home and why
they are important.
4. Spelling
plates set pail desk barrel
saucers olear "brush floor scrub
glasses wash cloth bro oms catalog
spoons
if!
rinse shelves dust kitchen
knives .soap paper sweep closet
forks weter clean dustcloth yard
waste nop drawer wastehasket dig
garbage sorap trash litter prune
food dirt basket dustpan labor
cups germs books cracks materials
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I* Ksoyolopaedla 3ritenuloa PIlas Incorporator He. ?ork»
16 a«a+ Bound*
1* Qorn armor* Xfea
ten mmni
II« She Maroh of Tine* 16 an* eotmd*
III* dponsored Coamerolal and Industrial Film 16 aa« ellent»
1. laraarB of the xralrioq* Sponsored by national
?ila Board of Canada*
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UffIT II - SHOE B5PAIB
Central theme
In a oity which has shoe manufacturing for the ohlef
industry, the children are well aware of the various Jobs in
a shoe faotory* They he ar about then from members of their
family and friends* Sometimes they are not so oonsoious of
the simple repairs that oan give longer life to their own
shoes, or of the various uses to which scrap leather oan be
put.
Objectives
1* To appreciate the value of making shoes last longer*
2. To realize the many uses of scrap materials*
3. To gain a knowledge of the various jobs in a shoe factory
4* To gain skill in making minor repairs on their own shoes*
5* io use these tools and materials skillfully; shoe polish,
brush, cloths, cement, tacks, awl, knife
,
large needle,
scissors, and leather*
Content
a
1* How to take care of minor repairs to shoes
a* Shining
b* Putting on lifts
o. Putting on half soles
2. How to use scrap leather for making such things as comb
holders, billfolds, keyoases, file holders
3. History of shoemaking froa sandals and mocassins through
the present day styles.
->
—————— —
—83r
Content
a
(Cont'd
4. History of the shoe industry in Brockton.
5. Study of the skills of such shoeworkers as cutters,
skivers, markers, stitchers, folders, oementers f labelers
eyeletters, trimmers, 1 asters, welters, heel pounders,
finishers, inspectors, packers,
6. Study of the cattle industry.
7. Study of the oare of the feet regarding shoes to prevent
corns, bunions, fallen arches, reek ankles, poor posture,
8. Job analysis of a Sole Cementer
Age - over 16
Sex - male or female
Educational Training - elementary
Speoial Qualifications - neatness and accuracy in glue-
ing
Equipment used - cement, brush, inner sole, outer sole,
and lining
Chances of promotion- good
Wages - 40/ to 50/ an hour
Dangers - none
Hours - 6 A.M. - 5 P.M. or 2 P.M. to 5 P.M.
Seasonal or not - no
Lobor union # no
Nature of work - cements lining between inner and outer
soles. Doean*t require much skill except to prevent
cement from oozing out.
Boston upiv-'V
School of Education

.1
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Approaches
ft
1. Show the shoe exhibit from the Children's Museum and
w
discuss the improvements in the types displayed
.
2. Show the parts of a shoe and a film.
3* Show parts of their own shoes, and where wear most often
takes place*
4, Hake a list of the Jobs in a shoe factory and discuss
•
each*
5. Discuss foot ailments caused by improper ratting shoes
with a foot diagram on the board*
Activities (one for each hour period)
1. Shine shoes
2. Put on lifts
3* Put en patches and half soles
4. Hake billfolds of scrap leather
Evaluated Outcomes
It is to be hoped that each child will realize how much
skilled labor is required for the making of a pair of shoes,
and what Improvements have been made through the centuries*
la this way he may be led to take better care of his own
shoe s« and to appreciate the labor of members of his own
family who may be employed in a shoe factory* It may also
arouse his interest in learning one of the "better paying jobs
in shoe manufacturing*
Boston Unfwsff/
School of Education.
iX JJbrary
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Sample Lesson Plan
1* Introduction
Discuss the importance of shoe3 to foot health* Point
out the danger of run down heels to the foot, posture,
and general appearance. Emphasize the importance of
keeping shoes in good repair and condition at the
present time when rationing is in effect and cobbling
3hops are filled to capacity with work to he done.
2. Activities
a. Have the class bring in shoes to repair, and either
leather or composition lifts*
b.Have a few lasts, cement, tacks, knives, and hammers
for use.
c. Fit the shoe on the last an! remove the v.ura out lift
and tacks.
d. Sandpaper the heel that is left, clean, and apply
cement •
e. Fit the new lift on and hammer taoke inplace.
f. Use a knife to trim any surplus leather and leave to dry.
3. Conclusion
Compare the oo3t in time, labor, and materials of the
home repair to that of a cobbler's price. Review the
importance of a cobbler's job to foot health, comibrt,
economy, and appearance.
i<
4
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.Correlated subject a
1. Arithmetic
a. Figure out the salary of a pieee worker in a factory
Who may earn 20/ a case (24 pair of shoes), and
complete various numbers of oases from 10 to 30 a day,
b. Figure the salary of a worker on a 48 hour week at a
50/ an hour basis.
o. Find the profit from the wholesale and retail prioe
of shoes*
d. Find the discount for a shoe sale.
e. Total the oost of home repair materials.
2. Reaaing and Social Studies
a. Read tie history of the shoe industry in the unit
Brockton Public Schools "Our Story of Brookton".
b. Garry on a oowboy unit in connection with the cattle
industry producing hides.
0. Read about the care of the feet.
3. Language
1. Write letters to a shoe factory and scrap leather
factory asking for permission to visit.
Zm Write letters of thanks after the visit.
3, Write a letter to a friend describing the visits
made.
4. (Jive oral reports on the skills required by various
workers in a shoe factory.
c
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Correlated subjects (cont'd)
4* Spelling
out upper
fit lonser
stitch welt
last lining
bott on eyelet
s
flnidi "box
tan filler
polish heels
oohbler soles
sti tcher counter
shank hides
tongue cowboy
amp ranoh
foot thongs
feet billfold
corns awl
arohe3 cement
factory tacks
shoes last
machine oattle
t
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Xi Johnson, iiloanor f Oov;boys. Unit Study Book Ho. 210.
Columbus, Ohio: Ameri oan 9duoati on Press, 1938.
2. Freeman, Prank H. and Johnson, Eleanor M. Child Story
Readers, Faoos and Fun. Hew York: Lyons and Caraahan,
1930. 361-366 pp.
3. Freeman, Prank H. and Johnson, isieanor M. Child Story
Readers, ftorld at Work. Hew York: Lyons and Camahan,
1930. 329-338 pp.
4. Leeming, Joseph. Pun with Leather .How York: Frederick A*
3tokes Company, 1941*
5. Our .itory of Brockton . The Brookton Puhllo Schools.
6. Peet, Creighton. Dude Banoh . Chicago: Junior Press Books,
Albert Whitman and Company, 1939.
7. Wilson, Howard B., Wilson, Florence H. ; Erb, Besse P.;
in collaboration with Averlll, William A.; Cluoas, Elgie;
Wadleigh, Verna; Craves, Florence W. Richer V/ayo of
Living. Hew York: American Book Company, 1943. 488-499 pp.
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Pi las Ciruainable at
Boston University
Sohool of -Education
Division of Teaching Aids
I. Encyclopaedia Britannloa Films Incorporated. Hew York.
16 mm, sound.
1. Cattleman. The
II. Eastman Classroom 711ms* silent*
1. Cattle
III. Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films. 16 mm. silent.
1. Leather. Story of (2 reels) sponsored hy the
Tanner's Council of America.
2. Bodeo. Ride 'Bm Cowboy , sponsored "by the Canadian
Government.
3. Shoes. The Story of My Li fo "by Mr. Shoe . (2 reels),
sponsored "by the Mellvllle Shoe Company.
c
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UflIT III - CLOTHING E&PAIK
Central theme
Children, especially boys, seldom realize all the oare
necessary to keep their clothes in presentable condition.
At the present time when families may be more upset, or
busier than usual, perhaps some of these details are being
neglected. If these boys can be led to realize the importance
of a good appearance, maybe they will be more helpful in
taking oare of their own clothes.
Objectives
1. To appreciate the need of a go od appearance.
2. To realize how much labor is performed for them at home.
3. To gain skill in performing repairs on their own clothes.
4. To understand the labor and skill required in making an
article of olothing.
5. To use the following equipment:- needle, thread, cloth,
oleaning fluid, wash basin, iron, and ironing board.
Contents
1. A study of the details of good grooming as cleaning and
pressing •
2. A study of raw products used in making fabrics as cotton,
wool, silk, and rayon.
3. A study of the nature of clothing repair as darning,
mendi ng and patching.
4. A study of the work done in textile mills as sorting,

Contents (cont'd)
oarding, spinning, weaving, knitting, shrinking,
inspecting for defects in dye and weave, weaving
technician, dyer, printer of designs, engineer,
research worker*
5. Job Analysis of an Extractor
Age - over 16
Sex - male or female
Educational Training - elementary
Speoial Qualifications - hand dexterity
Squipment used - washing machine and clothes
Chances of Promotion - good
Wages - #30 a week
Dangers - to health from heat and dampness
Hours - 40 hour week "beginning at 7 A.M.
Seasonal or not - no
Lahor union - no
Nature of work - extract clothing from the washing
machine
Approaches
1* Make a list of the tasks performed in the home on
dlothing suoh as washing, ironing, dry cleaning, spot
cleaning, mending, darning, and patching*
2. Make a diagram for darning socks.
3. Make a diagram for patching.
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Approaches (cont'd)
4. Hake a list of the jobs in a olothing factory and dis-
cuss each «
5. Show a film on olothing.
<>oti vities (one for each hour period)
1. Mend socks
2. Patch jacket, pants, or Bhirt
3. Dry or spot clean jacket or pants
4. Wash andiron a shirt
Evaluated outcomes
If each child has the opportunity of practicing the
various skills needed for improving the appearance of his
olothing, he will perhaps be more careful to keep them whole
and clean. With the realization of the need for good
grooming he will probably take more interest in and responsi-
bility for keeping his olothing in good repair, and thus
relieve members of his family from aome of those details.
A fe* of the class may even become Interested in some of the
many jobs connected with clothing.
Sample Leason Plan
1. Introduction
Ask - "\Vhat means does a laundry have of identifying
one family's clothing from another?" The desired
answer is serial letters and numbers on ol thing and
on customer's receipts.
iI
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3ample Lesson Plan (cont'd)
2. Activities
a. Have \/z n white tape* Indelible pencils, needle
and thread.
b. Give eaoh ohild a length of tape (about 1" long)
and a small slip of paper.
o* Give eaoh one a different serial number to put on
the tape and duplicate on the slip of paper in
indelible pencil.
d. Have each sow the tape on the seam of his ooat or
Jacket •
e. Ask eaoh to memorize his number and collect the
slips of paper.
f. Have various members of the olass prooure one
another's clothing from the remembered number.
Sonolusion
Return the Blips of paper, to the owners. Set up a
cloakroom arrangement with an attendant to see who can find
the garment corresponding to the slip handed in, most
quickly. Let each child have the chance to find three or
four coats.
Correlated sub.jeots
1. Arithmetic
a. Figure the cost of a complete ne^ outfit.
b. Figure the cost for cleaning that outfit.
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1. Arithmetic (cont'd)
c. tfigure various discounts on the outfits.
d. Pigure the savings on sales.
£. Reading end Sooial Studies
a. A unit on clothing fabrics.
b. Read about the textile industry,
o. Read advert! semen ts about clothing.
3. Language
a. Write a letter asking to visit a clothing factory.
b. Write a letter of thanks for the visit.
o. Hake oral reports on workers in the olothing industry
d. Show an article of olothing and explain the labor
which went into its making.
4. Spelling
wash wring fabrio
iron rinse goods
clean press wool
mend thread ootton
dam needle rayon
patch sooks silk
clothing clothes spin
pants laundry weave
j aoket tailor warp
shirt textile woof
c
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1. Baity, Elizabeth Chesley. Han la a leaver. Hew York:
The Junior Literary QuiId and Viking Press, 1942.
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Films Obtainable at
Boston University
3ohoo1 of Education
Division of teaching Afljl
I. Encyclopaedia Britannioa Films Incorporated. Hew York.
16 mm. sound
1. Clothing
II* Eastman Classroom Films, silent.
1. From Flax to Linen
III. Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films. 16 mm. sound.
Hat Parade ( 5 reels) sponsored by Lee of Danbury,
2. Rayon. A Kew Frontier of Progress . (3 r»ols) #
sponsored by the American Viscose Corporation.
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U3TIT 17 - MBOEAHIOAL RilPAIR
Central theme
Mechanical objects hare a fascination for nearly every-
one, and tinkering is often a favorite pastime. If this
interest oan be turned toward repairing an oo essfully objects
of importance to the child or to the home, it may lead to
the greater field of repairing as cn occupation.
Objectives
1. To appreciate the value of mechanical objects kept in
useful running order.
2. To realize that care oan prevent mechanical difficulty.
3. To appreciate the inter-dependence of mechanical parts.
4* To be aware of mechanical trouble and make an analysis
of the difficulty.
&• To understand the problems of a person who repairs
mechanical objects*
6. To gain skill in the use of screwdriver, screws, pliers,
tweezers, solder, and soldering iron.
0ontent
s
1. The history of machine ^ork from the time of cavemen's
tools to the complex machinery of today.
2. Types of job s in machine work as turning, planing,
milling, boring, and grinding.
3. Workers in a machine shop such as journeymen, draftsmen,
inspectors, benchmen, machine operators, machine
specialists and millwrights.
e
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Contents (cont'd)
4. List of the kinds of industrial machinery that requires
repair like factories, nills f defense plants, airplanes,
trains, and automobiles
•
S. Kinds of home repairs as sharpening knives, repairing
hinges, putting new screws on door and windows, regu-
lating clocks, mending toys and sporting equipment,
putting washers on faucets, and repairing leaks in
kitchen utensils*
6* Job Analysis of a Welder
Age - over 18
Sex - male or female
Eduoational Training - elementary
Special Qualifications - accuracy, dexterity, strength
and endurance
Equipment Used - metal and torch, either electric or
acetylene
Chances of Promotion- good
WageB - 90^ to #1.50 an hour
Bangers - burns, falls, and injuries to eyes and lungs
Hours - 8 A.M.- 5 P Jl. Sat. 8 A.M. - 12.
Seasonal or not - no
L: bor Union - no
Nature of work - to fit two pieces of metal together by
melting with a torch either acetylene or electric.
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6, Job Analysis of a Welder (Cont'd)
It requires stooping, reaohing, and sometimes remaining
in a oramped position*
Appr oaohea
1. Show a film about a machinist.
£. Bring in toys, skates, and other objects to analyze the
extent of repairs needed.
3. Show a soldering iron and solder and discuss how they may
be used.
4. Make a diagram on the board of the working parts of a
clock*
5. Make a list of mechanical objects in the home which need
repair.
6. Show the film "5?fce Welding Operator".
Activities (one for each hour period)
1. Mend a toy, skates or other object of interest to the
child.
2. Mend a pan with solder.
3. Take a dock apart.
4. Put the parts of the clock together.
Evaluated out pomes
The child will probably enjoy the skill he has developed
in repairing objects of a mechanical nature to make them
usable once more. He should become more oonscious of the ways
to prevent damage and wear* Some of the more successful boys
t
Evaluated outcomes (cont'd )
ri.ll possibly develop the iesire to study more intricate ob-
jects and thus pave the way for becoming a mechanic.
Sample Lesson Plan
X* Introduction
Ask - "What is one of the most important ways of
keeping a mechanical object in running condition ani
preventing wear?" (The desired answer is to keep it
clean and oiled.) "What is/fche great destroyer of
metal?" (The answer should be rust.) "What must we
do to repair any mechanical objeot?" (The hop ei for
reply is to take it apart, clean off the rust, oil
the parts, and replace the vorn out ones.) Discuss
the importance of neohanioal repair in the home, in
industry and in warfare.
2. Activities
a. Make a diagram of the general arrangebe nt of the
parts of the clock.
b. Label envelopes for the parts as gears, levers, cogs,
and springs.
o. Using tweezers and small screw drivers, take tfci
object apart and place the parts in a small pan of
machine oil.
d. Clean and sorape off the rust, and dry each part,
e. Place each part into its proper envelope with any
notes concerning its use.
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3. Gonolusion
Review the diagrams, how each part Is related to
another, and what purpose it serves.
Correlated subjects
1* Arithmetic
a* figure the oost of labor and materials in comparison
to the oost of materials alone for repairing minor
damage to mechanical objects.
b. Figure the difference in cost of a new mechanical
object in comparison to repairing an old one.
2. Heading and Sooial Studies
a. Read the history of the machine trades.
b. Oarry on a toy and sporting equipment unit.
o« Read about the use of hand tools.
d. Read about the elements of mechanics*
3. Language
a. Hare oral reports on how each child made his own
simple repairs.
b. Write letter b asking to visit places where
mechanical repairs are made.
o. Give oral reports on the many fields covered by the
mechanic.
d. Have a toy and sporting equipment exhibit and tell
a little about the history, and care and use of each
obj ect.

-i— ' —
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4. Spelling
screws hinge grind
sorewdriv er oog wheels turn
pli era lever mill
tweezers pulley roll
solder washer rust
soldering iron bolts Oil
welding nuts
drill pins
throad bore
i
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Films Obtainable at
Boston University
~
Sonool of Education
Division of 5caching Aids
I* Encyclopaedia Britannioa Films Incorporated. lew York.
16 mm* sound.
1. Industrial Bevolution. The
2. Maohine Maker. The
3. Simple Machine
|
II* Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films. 16 ran. silent.
1. Steel. The Making o£ sponsored by the United States
Bureau of Mines.
III. Vocational Guidance Films. 16 mi. sound.
Hi Machinist and Tpolmaker
2. Sheet Metal Worker. The
3. Welding Operator. The
4.
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JmiT V - AUTO REPAIR
Central theme
Most of the "toys have a desire to own a oar, and
several of them plan to buy (if possible) one of the older
types and put it in running order themselves with the help
of mechanically minded brothers or frle.uus* therefore, it
,
seemed important to point out some of the simpler ways in
which a oar oan be kept in good oondition.
Objectives
1. To appreciate the value of a clean oar*
2. To realize the necessity for checking up on oil, gas,
water, and air in a car*
3* To appreciate the valne of courtesy and willing service
in a station attendant.
4. to realise tho need for special care of a oar during war
time •
5. To become familiar with the parts of a oar serviced by the
ordinary station atteniaxffc •
6. To know how to use an auto jack, wrench, gas pump, air
pump, funnel, siphon, window liquid, cleaner, and wax*
Contents
1* Study of the duties of a service station attendant as
putting in gas, oil, water, and air, greasing, washing,
sirenizing, changing tires, minor repairs, and selling.
2. Study of the duties of a garage mechanic as replacing or
\r
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Oontents ( cont'd)
repairing pistons, rings, carburetors, transmission,
clutch, brake, manifold, valves.
3.A study of the tools used by a mechanic.
4. A study of the development of tbe automobile.
6. A study of some of the men who helped develop the auto
industry.
6. Job Analysis of Service Station Attended;
Age - over 16
Sex - male
Eduoational Training - elementary
Spe cial Qualifications - height, strength, salesmanship,
and ability to endure any weather oond it ions.
Equipment Used - gasoline and air pump, oil, water,
grease, and hand tools.
Chances of Promotion - limited
Wages - 50tf an hour
Dangers - from injuries with tools and on the lifts
Hours - 2 P.M. - 7 P.M. or 7 A.M. - 7 P.M.
Seasonal or not - no
Labor Union - no
Sature of Work - to put gas, oil, water, and air into a
oar and to grease the parts. Often has to v;ork in
reclining position under a oar.
* ( t
«
k
- » c
Appro aohe3
1. Show a film.
2. Make a list for discussion of the services rendered by a
station attendant*
3. Make a diagram of the parts of a oar serviced by the
station attendant,
4. Make a diagram of the parts of an automobile engine.
5* Show a kit of tools which is usually found in a car, and
have various members of the class explain how each tool
is used in repairing a oar.
6. Discuss the reasons why it is unwise to allow needed
repairs to go undone
i
Activities (one for each hour)
1. Eow to change a tire.
2. How to put in gas, oil, water, and air.
5. How to wash and eimonizo*
4. How to clean or change spark plugs.
Evaluated outcomes
This unit should make the pupil conscious of the many
parts of a oar that need attention. If he becomes interested
in the occupation of station attendant, he should be wide
awake to the services he can render. If the garage mechanic
is his ambition, he will realize how muoh further study of the
parts of a oar he must acquire before becoming proficient at
that Job.
6
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Sample Lesson Plan
1. Intro duotioa
If you worked in a service station what are some of the
things you would "be expected to do? (List on the boards)
Would you know how to fill a oar with gas, water, oil,
or air?* Do you understand how these are measured?
3. Activities
a. Have the class copy from the "blackboard a diagram
of the location of the gas tank, oil pump, radiator
oap and tire valves.
b. Have them oopy the dials of a gas and air gauge*
o. Have them explain how to use these in relationto
the ©or,
d. Practice determining the amount of oil needed with a
oan of ^ater and marked stick,
e, Glean a rdndo^ par 3 vdth liquid cleaner.
3. Conclusion
Review reading the dials and draw the location diagram
from memory.
Correlated subjects
1. Arithmetic
a. figure the cost of various uoupon'a worth of gas and
quarts of oil.
b* Make a record sheet of the day's business.
0. Practice making change,
d, Estimate the cost of service charges.
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Correlate^ subjects (cont'd)
2. Reading and Sooial Studies
a. Read about the development of hand tools into machin
tools*
b. Read about the development of the steel industry,
o. Read the stories of Ford and Chrysler.
d. Carry on a unit on the history of the horseless
carriage.
3. Language
a. Dramatize a station attendant and a customer.
b. 3 how pictures on the various stages of development
of the horseless carriage to present day model with
short talks about each.
c. Write lettere for permission to make related visits.
4. Spelling
gas wax wiper trunk
gasoline liyuid carbon wheel
oil spark plugs grease exhaust
water pump lubrication muffler
jack drain radiator valve
wrenoh fill gouge piston
funnel refill garage ring
siphon window engine transmission
hose windowshiex^ axle cylinder
\
FOR PUPILS
1. Pryor, William Clayton, and Pryor, Helen Sloman. The
Steel Book . New York: Haroourt, Braoe and Company, 1935*
2. Keek, franklin Mering. Autombbiles fromJtart to Finish .
New York: Thomas Y, Growell Company, 1938.
3. Salt, Harriet, Automobiles . New York: G*P. Putnam's
Sons, 1935
4* Yates, Raymond F. A Boy and a Motor . New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1944.

Films Obtainable at
Boston University '
School of Education
Division of Teaching Aids
I. Eastman Classroom Films, silent.
1* Automobile. The
XI. Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films 16 mm* sound*
1* Automobiles, Harvest of the Years* ( 2 reels)
sponsored by the Ford Motor Company*
2* Automobiles . Take It Easy * spor. sored by the Dodge
Division*
III* Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films 16 mm* silent*
1. Automobile Lubrication^ sponsor ed by the United
state 8 Bureau of Mines*
2* Automobiles. Story of Spark Plug . (2 reels), spon-
sored by the United States Bureau of Mines.
3* Engines. Poraar Within . (2 reels) sponsored by the
United States Bureau of Mines.
4. Valves <2 reels) sponsored by the United States
Bureau of Mines*
IV. Vocational Guidance Films 16 mm* sound*
1. Automotive Service*
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Ufiig VI - DBIV&R
Central theme
Many of the olasa look forward to the time when they may
drive a oar, and some are planning on driving trucks. Pew
of them realize that driving is not the simple triok it
appears, and too many of them have little knowledge of the
rules which have to he observed. For their own and others 1
safety this unit seemed very necessary.
Objectives
1. To appreciate the value of safe driving to the oar and
to the driver.
2. To know the road rules of safe driving.
3. To realize the need for automatic control of a car.
4. To appreciate the unwritten rules of road courtesy.
5. To know the use of the speedometer, windshield wiper,
starter button, lights, gas, oil, and temperature gauges,
radio, switch, heater, horn, steering wheel, gear shift
lever, foot and emergency brakds, olutoh pedal,
accelerator, sunshield, mirror, door looks and window
adjustors.
6. To appreciate the importance of good eyesight to a driver
Content
1. A study of the rule book for drivers.
2. A list of the safety devices on a oar.
3. A list of the courtesy rule3 for drivers.
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Content (cont'd)
4. A knowledge of how to start, stop and shift gears on a
oar*
5* A knowledge of how to read the various gauges on the
instrument panel*
6* A knowledge of how to use the various buttons on the
instrument panel*
7. Job An alysis of a Truck Driver
Age - over 21
Sex - male
Educational Training - elementary
Special Qualifications - experienced driver, strength,
endurance
Equipment Used - truck and its load*
Chances of Promotion - limited
Wages - 8(V an hour, time and l/2 over 48 hours.
Dangers - driving hazards, and injiuries from handling
load*
Hours - 12 hours a day, usually from 7:30 A.M*
Seas? nal or not - no
Labor Union - yes
Bature of Work - loading and 0 beeking the truck, driving
in all kinds of weather and plaoes, parking and un-
loading* May mean making minor repairs en route*
*T
(
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Appro ache
o
1. Demonstrate the coordinate one f hands and feet in
stopping, starting and shifting gears*
Z* Discuss safety rules on the highway.
3. Fat a diagram of the instrument panel on the board and
study eaoh part
.
4» Make a diagram of the hand movements in shifting gears.
5. looate the safety devices on the instrument panel as
windshield wiper, and lights.
6. Make a diagram of the brakes, clutch pedal, accelerator,
starter button and ignition.
7. Show how to use other safety devices, as door looks,
window adjustors, sunshield and horn.
8. Jhow the location of the seat adjustor.
9. Discuss the requirements for a driver's license*
10. Discuss the Qualifications of a good truck, bus, or
taxi driver.
Activities ( one for e aoh hour)
1. Make a cardboard instrument puiul a^^ng dials and
knobs and learn the loootion o± each.
2. Make a wheel and gear shift lever arrangement.
3. Rig up a set of foot pedal arrangements using sponges
having a cardboard foot rest for foot brakes, accelera-
tor and clutch pedal.
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Activities (c ont'd)
4. Get in a oar if possible ana go through the motions of
starting, stopping and shifting, or set np the above
suggestions using each desk and seat as the driver's
seat*
Evaluated Outcomes
Besides the practice in the steps necessary to control
a oar, the child should gain the very important knowledge
that whatever happens to that car and to him, while driving
depends upon himself. He should learn the rules for safe
driving thoroughly, and appreciate the value of courtesy on
the road. If his ambitions tend toward truck driving, he
should appreciate the responsibility that he will bear.
Sample Lesson Plan
1. Introduction
"What seems to be the most difficuiu thing for new
drivers to learn about a oar?" (The desired answer
is shifting. ) "How many shifts are there?" "Why
are there shifts on a oar?" "What is neutral?"
Make a diagram of the movements used in shifting on
the blackboard.
2. Aotiviti es
a. Have a wheel (real steering shaft if possible) and
wedge into a weighted box. A broomstiok vith a cart
wheel will serve.
f€
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2. Activities (cont'd)
b. Attach a ruler or stick below the wheel for a gear
shift lever,
o. Place 3 sponges in correct position on the floor for
clutch, pedal, foot brake and accelerator*
d» Praotioe the motions of feet and hands for shifting.
3. Conclusion
Heview the ressons for shifting and have explanations
given of how it is done with motions.
Correlated subjects
1. Arithmetic
a. Figure the C03t of financing a oar in comparison to
paying cash.
b. Figure the cost of repair to damaged fenders.
c* Figure the cost of fines for speeding and reokless
driving.
2# Beading and Social Studies
a. Read the rule book for drivers preparing for a
license.
b. Carry on a unit foSafety on the highways, inoluding
lights, safety zones, pedestrian cross walks, and
warning signs.
o» Read the history of transportation.
t t
*
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3. Language
a* Give a radio broadcast for safe driving habits.
b. Give teaching lessons to eaoh other on how to start,
stop, and shift,
o. Write safety slog ans, and rhymes.
4# Spelling
gear speedometer switch lights
shift wiper heater rules
lever starter de-froster speed
emergency lights sunshield safety
first horn look zones
seoond dial handle pedestrian
high ampere brakes driver
third temperature clutch truck
reverse radio accelerator bus
neutral ignition signal taxi

RiSFaREHCao FOR PUP1X3
36.
1. Beaty, John Y. Story Pi attires of Transportation and
Communieat ion . Ohioago : Beokley C ardy Company, 1939.
2. Baton, Jeannette. The Story of Transportation. Hew York:
Harper and Brothers, 1927.
3. Marsh, Burton W. Automobilinff
.
Boy Soouts of Amerioa,1941.
4. Muller, Charles G. How They Carried the Goods . Hew York:
The Junior literary (ruild and Sears Publishing Company
Incorporated, 1932.
5. Petersham, Maud and Miska. The Story Book of Transports-
tion . Chicago: The John C. Winston Company, 1933.
6. Reck, franklin Mering. The Romance of American Transporta-
tion. Hew York: Thomas Crowe11 Company, 1938.
7. Trowhriflge, Lydia. Tranaportati on. Unit Study Book
Ho. 505. Oolumhus, Ohio: American Sduoation Press, 1939.
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Films Obtainable at
Bo st on University
Sohool of iSduoation
Division of teaching Aids
I. Encyclopaedia Britannioa Films, Incorporated. Ben York.
16 ram. sound.
1. Development of Transportation
XI* The March of Time, 16 mm. sound.
1. Safety on the Highway
III. Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films, 16 mm. silent.
1. Gasoline. Story of (2 reels), sponsored by the
United States Bureau of Mines.
2. Oil. Story of lubricating Oil (2 reels) .sponsored
by the United States Bureau of Mines.
S# Tires. 3tory of the Tire (2 reels), sponsored by
the Goodyear Tire and Eubber.
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USIT VII . gi4S0 ;i!B10Al, HEPAIR
Central theme
One of the oomiaoreet types of repairs needed around a
home has to do with electrical appliances. This calls for
particular oare as to safety measures. It is especially
important to know what is simple enough to repair, and what
needs professional attention*
Objectives
1. To appreciate the danger of worn out cords and appliances
2. To realize the need for safety while working on eleotri-
oal obj eots.
&i To appreciate the value o± exeotrioal appliances in good
repair.
4. To know the materials which are conductors and non-
conductors of electricity.
5. To know hoiv to use fuses, fuse box, switch box, screw
driver, and tape.
Oont ent
1. A study of a fuse box.
2. A study of a switch box.
3. A study of simple wiring technique.
4. A study of some of the early experiments with electricity,
5. A study of present day electrical power
•
r
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Content ( cont'd)
6, Job Analysis of an .Electrician Apprentice to Kadio Bepair
Shop
Age - over 16
Sex - male
Educational Training - elementary
Special Qualifications - finger dexterity and skillful
use of hand tools
Equipment Used - small hand tools and radio parts.
Chances of Promotion - good
Wages - 40^ an hour.
Dangers - shook and burns
Hours - 44 hour \7eck
3©asonal or not - no
Labor Union - no
Hature of the Work - to repair the electrical parts of
a radio.
Appro no he
s
1. Show a fuse and discuss its use.
2. show a switohboz and make a diagram of it.
3. Show a frayed card and explain why it doesn't work.
4. Read about Benjamin Franklin's experiment and explain what
it proved.
5. Discuss the use of water power in making electricity.
f
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Aotivities (one for eaoh hour)
1. Keplaoe a fuse in the high school,
2. Study a switch box.
3* .Repair a cord.
4* Wire a lamp or Christmas candle.
Evaluated outcomes
In these times when eleotrioal appliances are so diffi-
cult to obtain, t is imperative to keep the ones on hand in
good repair. These boys would be performing a very valuable
servioe if they could repair the damage almost as soon as
it was noticed, and thus save many hours of inconvenience
•
Sample Lesson Plan
1. Introduction
"Why is it important to have eleotrioal oords in good
repair?" (^he desired answer is safety and con-
venience.) "What are some of the results of frayed
cords?" (Some of the answers may be fire, shock,
and blown out fuses.)
2. Aotivities
a. Have a frayed cord, sorew driver, knife and scissors
b. Unscrew the wires from the plug after loosening the
screws*
o. Out off about 1" of the wires.
d. Shave off the rubber insulation for about 1"#
i
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2. Activities (oont'd)
e. Twist one set of wires to one screw and the other
to the seoond screw, and tighten the screws.
f. Tape the end of the shaved oord.
3. Conclusion
Give safety talks on the repairing- of electrical
appliances*
Correlated subjects
1. Arithmetic
a. Figure the cost of electrical appliances*
b. Figure the cost of applianoes with various discounts,
o. Figure en electric light bill
2. Beading and Social Studies
a. Bead the stories of Edison, Morse, Marconi, and Bell*
b. Carry on a unit about the development of electrical
inventions*
c* Bead the history of waterpower creating electricity.
3. Language
a. Make oral reports on the lives of the men who
helped to develop electricity,
b* Show an electric light bulb and have an explanation
of how it works*
c. Write riddles for guessing the names of men con-
nected with e leotriodty.
ii
Spelling
fuse
switch
cord
tape
kilowatt
voltage
waterpower
dynamo
sbook
burns
appliance
radio
transmitter
condenser
speaker
tube
aerial
volume
controls
dial

••
•
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k^kesc^ job pupiis
1. Electricity. Hew York: Boy Scouts of America. 1940.
2. Keelor, Katherine L. Working with Electricity. Bow York:
The Macmillan Company , T^2§.
3. Morgan. Alfred. A Eirgt Sleotrioal Book for Boys.
Hew York: Charles Soribner's Sons, 1935.
4. Patterson, John 0. America's Greatest Inventors. Hew York:
Ihomae Y. Crowell Company, 19^3.
5* Simonds. William A. A Boy with Edison, Hew York: Sun
Dial Press, 1940.
6* Yates. Raymond 2*. A Boy and A Battery. Hew York:
Harper and Brothers, I§42.
-
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Films Obtainable at
Boston University
School of iSdueation
Division of Teaohing Aide
I. Encyclopaedia Britannioa Films, Incorporated. $Tew York.
16 ism* sound*
1* Waterpower
II. Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films. 16. mm. sound
1. Life of Thomas A, Edison. The . Sponsored by the
General Electric Company.
III. Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films. 16 mm. silent
Waterpower (2 reels) sponoored by the United States
Bureau of Mines.
IV. Vocational Guidance Films. 16 mm. sound.
1. flleotrioian. The
«
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OTIT VIII - FPHHITURE RSPAIR
Central theme
Children do more than their share of damage to furniture,
and It would do them no harm to learn how to make simple
repairs* Slnoe ohalrs seem to be the most vulnerable
pieces of furniture, different ways of mending them were
oho sen for this unit.
Object! ves
1. To value and take oare of furniture
•
2* To know what type of repair a ohair needs.
3, To appreoiate the workmanship necessary to produce a
ohair.
4. To be able to use a screw driver, sorews 9 braces, sand-
paper, stain, glue, shellac, brushes, linseed oil, wax,
upholstery seat, tacks, paint and deoals.
Content
1. A study of the kind of repairs possible on a ohair.
a. Bracing a leg or arm
b. Mending a rung with dowels
o. Sandpapering down to the original wood
d. Painting and applying deoals
e. 3taining, shellacing, and rubbing down with linseed
oil to a soft finish
f. Caning
g. Rushing
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Content (cont'd )
h. Applying a ne~ seat
i. Upholstering a seat
2. A study of the furniture industry
3. A study of the lumber industry
4. A Job Analysis of a Oheir Caner
Age - over 16
Sex - male
Educational Training - elementary
Speoial Qualifications - strength and finger dexterity
Equipment Used - oane and pegs
Ohanoes of Promotion- limited
Wages - 10/ per hole
Dangers - none
Hours - 8 hour day
Seasonal or not - no
Labor union - no
Nature of Work - weaving a seat of oane through holes
in the seat frame. Bequires little skill but needs
strength to pull the oane taut.
Appro aohes
1. Show a ohair with a broken seat and discuss the best type
of repair for it.
2. Have a bulletin board of pictures of different types of
ohairs.
¥
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Approaches (cont'd )
3* Show a ohair which needs refinishing and choose the
best finish.
4* Make a diagram for caning.
5. Make a diagram for rushing*
6. Have an exhibit of common woods used in making furniture*
Activities (one for eaoh hour)
1* Brace a leg of a chair*
2* Befinish a ohair with stein and shellac*
3* Heseat a chair*
4* Befinish a chair with paint and apply deoals*
fcvaluatei outcomes
The ability to make a discarded piece of furniture
attractive and usable is a source of satisfaction to most
people. If thie feeling can be developed among a group of
boys, a great step has been gained toward making them less
destructive and better members of the family group*
Sample Lesson Plan
1* Introduction
Save a ohair with a broken seat and ask for suggestions
for simple repair. Compare the ^ost of caning to the
cost of covering with a solid seat*
2. Activities
a* Have a seat cover or trace one on beaver board and
out.
If
«
Activities (cont'd)
b. Use a knife to trim the seat to the desired size or
shape
.
o* If upholstery is desired, cover the seat with padding
and the fabric to be used,
d. Fit the seat on and hammer the tacks about 2* apart
into the seat and the chair.
3. Conclusion
Have the members of the class illustrate on the board,
step by step, what they did to repair the seat.
Correlated subjects
1. Arithmetic
a. Figure the oost of new furniture for various rooms,
on a budget plan and for cash.
b. Figure the oost of used furniture for various rooms,
o. Figure the oost of repairing seoond hand furniture.
d. Compare the cost of the new furniture and the
remodeled sets.
2. Heading and Social Studies
a. Read about the lumber industry and the kinds usedfor
furniture.
b. Carry on a unit about a lumber camp.
e. Read about the manufacturing of furniture.
d. Read the history of the development of certain types
of furniture.
•I
•
«
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4* Language
a. Oral reports on the ways to send a chair seat*
b. Write business letters inquiring about the prioes of
different articles of furniture.
o# WTite letters asking to visit a lumber yard.
d. Give reports on styles of chairs.
e. Have dialogue for a customer and clerk for the sale
of a chair.
f. Make a sorapbook of pictures of kinds of chairs.
5. Spelling
brace cane sawmill
refinish rush- maple
stain rocker walnut
paint straight mahogany
deoals lounge oak
shellac rungs pine
glue arms ash
linseed oil back eneer
tacks legs polish
upholstery lumber smooth
\
r
BfflHSRiSHQSS FOB PUPILS
100
1* Freeman, ffrank H. and Johnson, Bleanor M. Child Story
Readers . World at Work . Hew York: Lyons and Carnahan,
T$Z$l 179-182 pp.
2. Hamlin, John. Tales of an Old Lumber Camp . Boston:
D. 0. Heath and Company, 1936.
3. Holbrook, Stewart H. Tall Timber. Hew York: The
Maomlllan Company, 194TI
4. Wakefield, Luoina. 101 Home Furnishings and How to Make
Them. Hew York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1942.
5 * Woo dwork . Hew York: Boy Soouts of Araerioa, 1931.
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Films Obtainable at
Boston University
Sobool of JEduoatTon -
Division of Teaching Aids
I. £»ncyclopaedia Britannioa Films Incorporated. lew York.
16 ram. sound*
1. Furniture Craftsmen
XI. Teaching Film Custodians 16 mm. sound*
1* Logging Along
III. Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films. 16 mm. sound.
1# Timber front (2 reels) sponsored by the National
711m Board of Canada.
£. Trees and Men. (4 reels) sponsored by the Weyerheu-
ser Lumber Company.
IV. Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films. 16 mm. silent
1. Logging. Conquest of the Forest, sponsored by the
General Electric Company.
8. Trees, from Seed to Customer » sponsored by the
Western Maine Forest Nursery.
c
9
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miT IX - 0O3S3TRI30TIOH
Oentral theme
Building things out of wood is a natural nobby for many
boys from their first attempts at a soapbox wagon or a hut
in the woods, to the more finished produots turned out in
their manual training classes . This unit was planned so as
not to interfere with any of the projects of the regular
manual training periods, and tIs re fore it includes only
simple objects which the boy might en.loy making for himself
or for younger friends.
Objectives
1* To appreciate the skill of a carpenter*
2. To appreciate the possibility of woodworking as a hobby,
3. To realize the extent of ofrpentry repairs that a home
requires •
4. To know the use of saws, hammer, nulls, plane, tri-
square, bit stock, bit, plaster, glass, putty, plastic
wood, plane and files.
Content
1. The history of homes from oaves to the present day types,
2. A study of house construction from the cellar to the
finished dwelling.
3. A study of modem homes.
4. A study of oarpentry repairs needed around a house.
r I
c
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Con. tent (cont'd)
5. Job Analysis of a Oarp enter
Age - over 16
Sex - male
Educational Training - elementary
Special Qualifications - husky, able to climb, and use
tools skillfully
Equipment Used - hand tools
Chances of Promotion - good)
Wages - 50/ for rough carpentry, to #1.25 am hour.
Dangers - falls, outs, and bruises.
Hours - 8 Hour day - 5 day week.
Seasonal #r not • yes
Labor Union - yes
Hature of work - to make and repair the wooden parts
of any oonstruotion work. Must be able to work on
staging.
Approaches
1, Make a diagram of a house and discuss the steps in its
building.
2. Have a picture exhibit of moidem types of homes,
3m Show a carpenter's tool box and discuss the use of
each tool.
(-
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Approaqfos, (wVti
4* Discuss the mothod of repair for:-
e# A broken window
b« A door off the hinge
o* A drawer that sticks
d. A loose board In e step
e» A broken fenoe
/ictivitiea, (one for each hoar)
1# Make a oboe shine bos
2* Make a tool box
£• Make a bird house*
4* Make a miniature log oabln*
Kveluatod outcomes
Sinoe no odworking furnishes an interesting and bo sotlues
remunerative hobby to many men* it was hoped that some of
these boys would find pn asnre in the sane pursuit* Those
who were particularly skilled night even consider carpentry
as an occupation*
1. Intro duotion
nA earpenter is very careful of his tools* to make
sure that they are all together when he needs then,
he usually keeps then in a tool box* Have you any
suggestions for a tool box you night use?" Make a
simple diagram of a box divided into two ooioDartments
with a handle out out of the centre section*
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Sample Losson Plan (cont'd)
2* Activities
a* Haye the following tools:- rip, oross out, and Jig
saws, plane, tri-square, hammer, nails, jigsaw,
bitstook and bit.
b. Out the bottom out of l/£" stook 16" by 8 W *
0. Out two sides 16n by 4".
d« Out two sides 7" by 4"*
e* Out a oentre board 15" by 6n *
f. Slant the oentre board up 4" from eaoh side,
leading a 5" flat surface at the top.
g. Out out a handle 1" below the 5" flat surface at the
top.
h. Hail the bottom, sides, and ends together.
1. Fail in the oentre board to the bottom and ends*
3* Conclusion
Hake a neat arrangement of tools in eaoh box, and tack
a little list below the handle of \that the box contains*
Correlated Subjects
1. Arithmetic
a* figure the cost of lumber to make a tool box*
b. figure the oost of a set of tools.
o* Figure a carpenter's pay for various numbers of hours
a weel:*
d. figure the time and oost of a carpenter's making
screens in comparison t o making them at home*
(
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Correlated Subjects (cont'd)
2. Heading and Social Studies
a. Carry on a unit about homes.
b. Head about the history of homes*
o. Head about carpentry.
d. Head about simple things to make of wood.
3. Language
a. Give reports on the various kinds of homes and
the people who built them,
b* Make illustrations with short explanations of
various types of homes,
o. Explain types of homes from pictures*
d. Illustrate and explain the steps in building a
house*
e. Illustrate and explain the at ens in making one
Independent projeot of wood.
4. Spelling
cave
hut
log cabin
igloo
wigwam
cottage
tenement
flat
apartmenu
htmgalow
wall windows glass
floor doors putty
ceiling screens tri-square
room drawers miter box
cellar oupboards plane
foundation closets chisel
framework 8aw bit
eaves hammer drill
staircase nails file
doors plastic wood roof
e
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Rig^BttjBP^S POR PUPILS
1. Carpenter, Prank 0,, and Carpenter, Pranoes. The House
We Live In . Hew York: American Book Company, 1926.
2 « Carpentry * Hew York: Boy Soouts of America, 1930
•
3* Preeman, Prank 5. , and Johnson, Eleanor IS* Child Story
Readers* Paots and Pun* Hew York: Lyons and Camahan,
I936. hCih pp.
4* HibTien, '*'honas. The Carpenter's Tool Chest . Philadelphia
The Junior Literary Guild, J. B. Lippinoott Company, 1933.
5. Johnson, Eleanor M. Our Houses . Unit Study Book Ho* 109
•
Columbus, Ohio: Amorloan Education Press, 1938*
6. Loeaing, Jo3eph. Pun with Wood . Hew York: Prederiok A*
Stokes Company, 1942*
7. Lent, Henry. Diggers and Builders . Hew York: The
Maondllan Company, 1931*
8. Vorpilleux, &» A. The Picture Book of Houses. Hew York:
The Maomillan Company*
r
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1
Films Obtainable at
Boston University
School of ^aucotion
Division of (Poaohlng Aids
I. Encyclopaedia Britannioa Films Incorporated, lew York.
16 mm. sound.
1. Growth of Cities
II. JSastman Classroom Films, silent.
!• Pueblo Dwellers
III. Ooordlnation of Inter American Affairs. 16 mm. sound.
1. Hot. sing in Chile {2 reels).
IV. United States Government Motion Picture Library. 16 mm,
sound, and silent.
1. Indian YjlHaftcs of Antiquity , sponsored by the
United States Department of Agriculture.
V. Vocational Guidance Films, 16 mm. sound.
1. TVoodTvorker. T he
*i
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PIIT X - STORE) WOKg Iff
Central thebp
Many young boys assist in markets and ohain stores as
bundle boys. During wartime it is necessary to be able to
pack so as to conserve paper and string. We hope that this
unit will help to keep the need for saving uppermost in their
minds whether the work has to do with food or with wrappings.
Ob jeotives
1. To paok articles oompaotly and neatly.
2. To arrange commodities in good order.
3. To conserve on wrappings.
4. To handle food in a sanitary way.
5. To know how to use boxes, bags, cartons, tissue, twine,
sticky tape, glue, cans, bottles, labels and cardboard*
Content
1. A study of packing procedure.
2. A study of ohain store arrangement of commodities on
shelves.
3. A study of food processing.
4. A study of food care to prevent spoiling.
5. A study of food transportation by truck, train and
airplane.
6. A study of packing servicemen's boxes for overseas.
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Content (cont'd)
7. A Job Analysis of a Market Worker
Age - over 14
Sax - male
Educational draining - elementary
Special Qualifications - neatness, sales ability, hand
dexterity, figure bills, read orders and make change
Equipment Used - commodities and wrappings
Ohanoes of Promotion - good
Wages - 40^ an hour.
Dangers - from lifting heavy bundles.
Hours - 48 hour week
.
Seasonal or not - no
Bature of Work - to sell commodities, figure sales,
and wrap and pack bundles.
Approaches
1. Present a group of commodities for pecking.
2. Make a list of "don'ts" for packing as:-
a. Don't use unnecessary paper and string.
b. Don't pack bottles and cans in the bottom of a bag.
o. Don't paok several bottles together without
separating by paper or other packages.
d. Don't lay bottles and cans on the side so that they
can roll around.
e. Don't place erushable fruits and vegetables on the
bottom.
I t
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Approaohes (Cont'd)
f.Don't use several bags when one carton will serve.
g. Don't fail to oheok the order.
3. Diagram a shelf for canned goods and emphasize having
label 3 faoe out*
4. Show an overseas bo* and disouss how it must be packed
and wrapped to prevent breakage and spoilage.
5« Diagram shelves in a refrigerator and how to store food
safely and compactly.
Evaluated outcomes
It is to be hoped that the chief lesson learned from
this unit will be the need for conserving. Practice in
packing and wrapping may possibly induce a few of the group
to try out aB bundle boys, while interest in food may develop
the desire to work on meat, fruit, or vegetable counters.
Sample 'Lesson Plan
1. Introduction
Show a folded overseas oarton and disouss how to put
it together and pack it. Make a list of the type
articles which can be packed as writing equipment,
shaving articles, hard candies, fruit cakes, small
wearing apparel, canned goods and books.
Ask "Why are these things acceptable while so many
others are not?" {The desired answer is because they
will not break or spoil.) "What is the maximum weight
I*
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Sample y.e^bv/n /•:.« n (cont'd)
of the "box and contents which is aooept able?" Why must
the size and weight of the "box he accurate?" (The
desired answer is for uniform packing and loading of
ships and airplanes.
2. Activities
a. Measure and weigh a group of articles, with the
carton and filler to be sure that they do not exceed
five pounds.
b. Assemble the carton.
o. Wrap any articles which can become soiled or broken
in tissue paper.
d. Pack the articles solidly and fill any spaces with
tissue paper*
e. Olose and tape the carton securely.
f. Label the carton accurately and neatly.
Correlated subjects
1. Arithmetic
a. Figure Cut grocery orders.
b. Figure out the cost of simple well balanced meals for
various numbers of people.
o. Figure tho cost of packing an overseas box.
d. Make an inventory of a canned goods shelf.
e. Figure coupons for meats and cm ned goods.

Oorrelated subjects (oont'd)
2. Beading and Social Studies
a. Read about the processing of foods.
b. Bead abort food transportation,
o. Garry on a store unit,
d. Read the history of markets.
3* Language
a. ?/rite a grocery list.
b. Have a clerk and customer dialogue.
o. Have oral reports on ways of transporting foods,
d. Give oral reports on various foods from the farmer
to you.
4. Spelling
bag commodities eggs beef
box refrigerator potatoes lamb
carton freeze celery ham
wrap meat tomatoes chops
pack vegetables beets hamburg
string fruit carrots steak
tape canned goods peas bologna
tissue bread cookies tea
groceries milk cake coffee
order cheese pudding tonic
r
ZSFiuR^m^Z FOR PUPILS
1. Camp, Ruth Orton. The Story of Markets * Hew York:
Harper ana Brothers, 1929.
2. freeman, Frank IT. and Johnson, Eleanor II. Child Story
Readers, Facts and Fun. Hew York: Lyons and Carnahan,
1930. 420-429 pp.
3. Freeman, Frank H. , and Johnson, Eleanor M. Child Story
Readers, World at Work * Hew York: Lyons and Carnahan,
1930. 321-324 pp.
4. Howard, JSthel £• Ho w tfte Set Our Food. Hew York:
Hare ourt, Braoe, and Company, 1939.
5. Leeming, Joseph. Fun with Boxes . Hew York: Freieriok
A. Jtokes Company, 1937.
Films Obtainable at
Boston Tfaiyersity
School of Education
Division of leaching Aids
I. Sponsored Commercial and Industrial Films. 16 mm. silent.
1. Fish. Alaska's Silver Millions . (3 reels) sponsored
by the American Can Company.
8. Frosted Foods. Imprisoned Freshness (2 reels), spon-
sored by the Bird's Bye Company.
r
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PAST TliaiS P-UB
In arranging for part time work experiences for this
group of boys, we felt that we were offering the most
valuable course of his school career, for as HcXeon remarks,
"Some of the less capable boys really do reach their
academio level before they become sixteen years of age.
An arrangement for part time apprenticeship might result
in better adjustment on their part." 80/ Here was his
chance to prove himself a valuable member of society
regardless of his past records of academic failure* This
was his golden opportunity to use whatever other skills
he may ha ve acquired to gain new prestige in the eyes
of the community. He was to enter the occupational
world with the sanction of his teachers, permission of
his family, understanding of the employers « and the
envious good wishes of his classmates* We believed with
Ingram that "Inoreased study of individual personalities
and abilities, and Improved educational programs will
undoubtedly increase their successful adjustments to all
these situations." 81/ We also agreed with her that
"The degree of the Individual's success in industry is
shown to depend to a large extent on:
1. finding a job salted to his capacity;
2. the degree to which he has developed traits of
self-reliance, punctuality, courtesy, industry,
obedience, cooperation, steadiness, and perseverance;
3. the degree to which the home and community environ-
ment fosters the continuance and development of
such traits;
4. the tolerance and unierstanding on the part of the
employer;
5* the development and maintenance of a healthy
physique; and in a few cases
6* the fitness of the nature and tempo of the job to
the temperament of the individual.
Provision for all of these factors would improve industrial
efficiency and at the same timo serve to increase capacity
for good behaviour in the home and the community and so
reduce the possibility of delinquency. " 82/
80/ MoKeon. op. oit., p. 52
81/ Ingram, op. oit., p. 56
8 2/ Ingram, loo. cit.
<
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The chief prohien oonfrouting the Junior Training
Department was where to start in this program of part time
work* We felt that the plan was progressing, thus far,
aocordL ng to a fivefold program of occupational education as
laid down in the 1931 White House Conferenoe:-
*X« Occupational Information:-
Aa oyer view of the whole economic structure and the
relationships between the different types of work
and the welfare of society as a whole.
2. Vocational Guidance :-
The measuring of individual qualifications against
specifio job requirements.
3. Vocational Training:
-
Basic training, hoth manual and non-manual, in area
skills*
4. Vocational Placement :-
Actual job placement
•
5* Social Placement :-
adjustment on the Job and in society for as long a
period as migh t be needed.* 83/
The first requirement was met by the units on occupa-
tional information taught the previous year plus the current
visits to places of industry, the second with the various
records and case studies of each child, and the third was
being f&lfilled with the regular classroom program augmented
by the integrated handwork units. The fourth suggestion
of actual job plaoement was planned in the following way.
After a number of oonferenoes among the teachers, supervisor,
administrators, the supervisor of attendance's cooperation
85/ White House Conference, op. oit., pp. 439-488.
f
( r
and advice was sought to determine where the children could
work legally before their sixteenth birthday, and how they
could be checked up on. He explained the laws preventing
minors from being employed on machinery or in places con-
ducting inter-state commerce, and agreed to investigate some
suitable places located near the centre of the city. His
approved list included markets, laundries, service stations
and farms*
The next step was to obtain the permission of the parents*
This was secured by sending home a form letter explaining
the course, and having the letter signed and returned if
approval was granted* In several cases wbere the child did
not bring back the desired permission, a home visit for the
purpose of further personal explanation was made* With few
exceptions the parents consented*
Then we had to gain the cooperation and understanding of
various employers and herein would lie the greatest challenge
to the tact and powers of persuasion of the teachers* The
present shortage of manpower would be perhaps the greatest
single asset for our plan* Considering that most places of
bus! ness are willing to hire help for all kinds of odd jobs at
odd hours, the off er to furnish one boy a month to work
during the hours most convenient for the plant should be, in
general, acceptable* Each of the three teachers was responsi-
ble for discussing hours and wages, types of jobs to be tried.
r
~H8
and analyses of skills for these jobs at either the markets,
restaurants, laundries or service stations. The farm labor
board was oontaoted by the supervisor
•
Before making an analysis of the jobs, a study was made
of the syBtem used in "Ten Toars of Occupational Research
1934-44". Many helpful suggestions were obtained from this
study which follow in part:-
"A complete job analysis contains seven basic elements.
1. Identification Data: name the job and locate it
specifically.
2. Work Performed: describe the tasks involved.
3. Performance Requirements: indicate the demands that
the job places on the worker for successful performance.
4. Source of Workers; include also neoessary training
and experience.
5. Comments: present the technical and general background
of the job.
6. Physical Demands: point but working conditions and
physioal factors.
7. Worker Characteristics: the analyst's estimate of the
inherent characteristics of. the worker that are brought
into play by the job.
A method sometimes oalled the Job Analysis Formula has
been developed r,hich can be used effectively in measuring
the value of the information in the work performed state-
ments. This formula consists of four parts:
-
1. What the worker does;
2. Why he loes it;
3. How he oes it
;
4. The skill involved." 84/
84/ "Ten Years of Oooupational Research 1934-1944."
Occupations Vol. in I Ho. 7 (April, 1944). 392 pp.
r
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"The four "basic factors on which this evaluation of skill
is based are; responsibility, job knowledge, mental applica-
tion, dexterity, and accuracy." 85/
An interesting note on Job Families sums up "She establish-
ment of four categories of requiremonts on the basis of which
occupations should be compared, namely;
1. Hature of work done
2. Tools, machines, and other aids
3. Materials
4. Traits required of the worker." 86/
Of course, 3Uoh a detailed analysis was far beyond our
needs and knowledge, but we did devise a brief check list
which would seem to serve well enough in our circumstances.
We also originated a simple record for the employer to fill
out and return to the school concerning eaoh child.
The final step, after findiiig two markets, laundries, and
service stations willing to cooperate and analyzing the jobs
offered was to select the pupils who would take part in the
experiment. The *hole idea was carefully explained to, and
discussed with the class beforehand, to give them as clear a
picture as possible of what would be expected of them on the
job and during the mentis when they were back in school.
They were made to realise that their punctuality, progress,
and personality would be as carefully checked as if they were
85/ "Ten Years of Occupational Research", op. cit., p. 393.
86/ "Ten Years of Occupational Research", op. cit., p. 413.
f t
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in the olassroom, and that the impression and record they
made would have an important effect not only upon their own
future hat upon that of the whole Junior Training Department
.
They were going out to leem and return to teach, and learn
some more, as all successful adults must do*
Then six boys were to he oho sen who seemed to measure up
best in every way to represent the department in the various
Jobs. The followii$ is an explanation of how the system was
planned. One child was to he placed in each market, laundry,
service station (and in season on various farms) to work one
month at hours and wages agreed upon. One week before the
month was up another ohild was to be sent to each of the
same places to work as an apprentice with the first ohild for
one week. Then the first group was to return to school to
discuss experiences, problems, knowledge and skills which
need to be diagnosed, solved, learned and practiced* They
were to spend the following month in school studying what
they need to know. At the end of the third week the boys in
this group were to be Bent out again, to take a different
position working as apprentices to the children already there.
Those who had been at a market were to try a laundry, and
those from the laundry were to change to a service station,
whilo the service station workers now would work in a market.
This was arranged so that twelve boys would have alternate
part time work esperienoes in at least three different types
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of Jobs* Regardless of success or failure on any partioular
job eaoh ohild was to be given the opportunity to try out
with his group each succeeding time on a different job* The
only exceptions were to be for truancy and improper
attitude in which case the child was to return to finish
out his year at school with no further chance for work
experiences* She teacher would be expected to visit each
place of employment as a new group was beginning, to check
up personally on those already there, and to give helpful
data on the incoming group* The employer would be requested
to report absences immediately to be checked up on by the
supervisor of attendance*
In examing the results of various surveys made on the
employment of retarded children after leaving school, we
were encouraged to hope for at least a small measure of
success with our experiment, if only to discover as Hunger-
ford & Rosenzweig phrase it that "More important perhaps
will be the realization that certain retarded mast have
sheltered industry as well as sheltered education." 87/mm/
The kinds of jobs which we planned to try out, or the types
of skills which we hoped to teach in the units, seemed to
oolnoide satisfactorily with those mentioned by Kellogg in
87/ Hungerford, H* and Rosenzwieg. op* oit* p. 210.
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her study of one hundred boys* She found that the number
of persona in full time work were:-
Job Ho* Mi,'s
Truck drivers 4 69
»
71. 71, 82
Laborers 4 74, 75, 75, 78
Mill workers 4 62, 73, 74. 77
Garage workers 3 66, 70
Carpenters' helpers 3 64, 73, 81
Farm workers 3 64, 66, 70
Store workers 3 70, 75, 80
2d. nters 2 69, 82
Delivering oil & ioe 2 68, 83
All other
s
1 each" £8/
In another survey of retarded boys Ko&eon found some
interesting suooess stories* One seventeen year old boy
with a 77 operated a doughnut making machine in a
baking oompany and earned $22*50 weekly* A twenty-six
year old father of three ohildren owned three taxioabs
and earned $100 weekly; - a truly remarkable achievement
considering his I*Q* was only 61* Another enterprising
lad with an I*Q* of 61, worked in a lunoh o&rt for |20*
a week* In his spare time he bought old ears and trucks,
then repaired and sold them at a good profit* He finally
earned enough to buy a share in toe lunch oart. The case
that interested me most, described a 24 year eld youth
with a pleasing personality who had operated an elevator
in a faotory for fi re years earning $30* weekly, and his
X • was only 52 • 89/
The experiment oarried on by Hopkinson in preparing
children for one industry, plastics, showed that "If they
did not go into the plastic Industry, the skill they had
acquired in finger dexterity would enable them to better
handle and learn the required process in the new industry*
We sincerely believe that in spite of the suooess or
failure of any Individual child on a particular skill unit
88/ Kellogg, op* ait.
, p* 27* *
89/ MoKeon, op. oit., p* 52
90/ Hopkinson, op, clt*» p. 169*

or part time experience, that he will have gained some
valuable knowledge and practical experience which will at
least help to indicate his salient strong and weak points*
He should he encouraged to realize the need for developing
the one, and diminishing the other. This ideaalone makes
us feel that the plan should he worthwhile*
Of course, as every Special Class teacher will readily
realize, any plan must he flexible. Many uncontrolled and
uncontrollable factors may enter into the year's program,
fhese can affect the number and capabilities of the
individuals to be sent out, or the number and possibilities
of the Jobs to be tried out. In anv case, we felt that one
child started along the road to happiness and suooess in
adult lifo would be a gain, and that the plan can always be
adapted and revised in any way considered feasible to guide
each child, for special class education is, after all, a
problem of the individual.
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Gj^^AL QBJ£GTIV£3 FOB PAIjg TliUS ViORK PLAB
1« To appreciate the need for, and value of all kinds of
labor*
2. To appreciate the interdependence of workers.
3. To realize the need for promptness, courtesy, cooperation,
and responsibility on the Job.
4. To understand some of the problems of mtxkw i on specific
jobs*
5. To appreciate the problems faoed by an employer.
6. To know how to obtain records, before applying for a job.
7. To know the agencies responsible for obtaining jobs.
8. To know how to fill out an application blank.
9. To know how to participate in an interview.
10. To apply some of the skills and knowledges learned in a
few of the units on part time work eaperienoes.
11. To be able to make comparisons of skills, knowledges, and
working conditions among the trial jobs.
12* To be able to decide what type of job suits him best.
V. 5
1£5
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Comments on the Anility, Achievement, Aptitude and Adjustment
of Each Pupil
A* was achieving "beyond his mental age except in word
meaning and spelling. He placed very high on the Minnesota
Paper Form hoard hat poorly on the Detroit Mechanical Apti-
tude lest. This inconsistency is one of the hoy's chief
handicaps and he was very poorly adjusted with his class-
mates and teachers. When his father developed sores from
paint poisoning, the hoy was granted permission to leave
and help with the painting, heoause it was felt that he
would he happier and more useful so employed*
B. achieved heyond his M.A. in paragraph meaning and
arithmetic. Both of his aptitude tests were so outstanding,
and his adjustment so good that he was promoted to Vocational
School.
Oh., the little Chinese hoy, achieved heyond his mental
age, in everything hut word meaning. He seemed to have little
mechanical aptitude, and although his adjustment at school
was good, it was felt that he would he at a great disadvantage
anywhere hut in a classroom. His one talent seemed to he for
figuring and making change quickly, so he was given an
opportunity to use this in the High Sohool lunchroom.
0. is a lazy sort of hoy as hi 3 achievement proved,
rating helow his mental age in everything hut language and
m
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arithmetic. His Minnesota test showed mechanical aptitude,
but his indisposition toward exertion made him a poor
candidate for an occupational trial* He has left and is
now hel ping on a milk delivery truok.
Or*'s achievement tests showed that he was doing more
than could he expected of him. His aptitude tests, and
general adjustment were not so impressive, however, and
because both he and his parents were not interested In the
part time work plan, he was not sent out*
F. did not attain his mental age in the related subjects
of paragraph meaning, word meaning, or spelling* Els
mechanical aptitude was good, as was his adjustment, but he
was not sent out on a part time .lob because he wished to keep
the ushering job which he had obtained for himself*
G. was above his mental age In paragraph meaning and
arithmetic* His mechanical aptitude was fair, and his
adjustment good* He also had obtained a job as an usher and
wished to keep It*
Sr* is an unstable boy similar in disposition to A*
His arithmetic, paragraph meaning and language were above his
mental age, but his aptitude and adjustment made him a poor
candidate to send out.
T. is a very likeable ohap, well adjusted, with raeohani-
oal aptitude, and an achievement beyond his mental age except
r
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for hie spoiling which is highly original. He succeeded very
well as a bus boy in the lunchroom, and would have been sent
out on trial occupations but his parents would prefer that he
be given a chance in Vocational Sohool. This will very likely
be granted next year.
L. has had a difficult year with his father's illness
ending in death a few weeks ago. His achievement fell below
his mental age except in language and spelling, and he has
always disliked anything connected with tools, as the
aptitude tests show. His adjustment has never been of the
best, but is is understandably worse now. Because of his
father's illness, and his mother's illiteracy he received no
permission to work, and has apparently been quite content to
do odd jobs afternoons.
II. is an ambitious little Italian who achieved beyond
his mental age in all subjects but paragraph meaning and
spelling, has definite meohanioal aptitude* and good adjust-
ment when his temper is under control. He was promoted to
Tooational School.
Ma. is a boy of light, colored parentage, who can do
better in word meaning and spelling although he has a decided
arithmetic disability not discernible in his test results.
Because his adjustment was good, his I.Q. 88, and he
possessed some meohanioal ability, he was given the opportuni-
ty to attend V© ational School.
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E. was sent to us at the beginning of the year from a
sohool of correction. His adjustment has been outstanding
in some respects, fie plays the drums in the High Sohool band
and is very much interested in Basic, This success, however,
has given him grandiose ideas which his achievement does not
warrant. He was below his mental age in everything but
word meaning and arithmetic, and his mechanical ability was
good in the Detroit Test but poor in the Minnesota Paper
Form board. His determination to earn a High Sohool diploma
and beoorae a pilot are admirable but difficult to reconcile
with his efforts. He would have no part of the work
experiences because they would interfere with his plans for
the future, although he obtained an afternoon job for hinself
at a soda fountain.
0. is a sickLy looking boy who achieved below his mental
age in all subjects but arithmetic. His mechanical aptitude
was poor, and only on the strength of his great desiro to
work, plus his good adjustment, was he sent to the laundry.
He has been successful as a sorter there, and desired to
remain, so attends sohool two days one week, while working
three, and alternates the ne^t week.
Pa. has the least academic ability of anyone in the class,
although his I.Q. is higher than some of the others. His
meohanioal aptitude is not prepossessing, but his adjustment
is good. We felt that he could partly overoome his shyness
r
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find groat laok of confidence by trying out as baa boy in the
lunchroom* He has done very well and is quite pleased with
himself*
P* was deficient in all of the achievement tests but
arithmetla* Shis was due more or Iocs to general apathy
toward soboo 1* He placed well in the imohann al tests and
perhaps would hare done well on some more skilled type of
work, bat he preferred to remain at school and asBlst the
custodian of the athletic field* Shis he did throe days a
week for three months until he loft* He is now working in a
shoe factory.
Pe* did not achieve up to his mental at a on any test*
This la rathor perplexing unless it may be that his great
speech defect has colored his associations with words in any
form* Despite this handicap he is well adjusted, shows
mechanical aptitude, and has been very successfully employed
part time all year in a laundry, where he now v orks flail time*
3* was below his mental ability in all but arithmetic*
Els Minnesota test was much better than the retroit. Because
he la well adjusted he wa3 sent out to a laundry where he still
is employed three days one week, and two the next*
Se. was also above his mental age only in arithmetic,
and his mechanical ability was not too outstanding* Despite
this and the fact that he is rather immature, he was allowed
to try out in the laundry, and i3 still there on the three
r
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days, two days, arrangement.
V* averaged "better than his M.A. in word meaning,
language and arithmetic* His adjustment was good and hie
mechanical aptitude fair* Because one of his friends was
promoted to Vocational school, he is anxious to go also, and
is more interested in tliat, than in part time work experiences*
He did, however, help the athletic field custodian for three
months, three days a week, and works afternoons helping to
deliver newspapers from a truck* Shis has probably influenced
his change in ambition from a pilot to a truok driver*
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TABLE I
grcguenoy Distribution the I.Q.'s of the 20 Boys
I.Q.'s
85 - 89
80 - 84
75 - 79
70 - 74
65 - 69
60 - 64
Total
2
3
4
8
2
JL
20
Mean I.Q. 75.5
The I.Q.' 3 ranged from 62 to 88, uit the greatest cen-
tral group falling between 70 and 74, placing the mean I.Q.
at 75 #5. Of the two hoys whoso I.Q* ranged above 85, one
was promoted to Vocational School while the other worked the
entire je ar. at a laundry where we had sent him, attending
school from 8 A.M. to 11 A.M., and working in the laundry
.
from 1 P.M. to 5 P.m. He preferred this arranges nt and
continued it until he became sixteen, and left to ~ork a
fall shift at the laundry. The little Chinese boy had the
lowest I.Q. of 62, and was too immature in evory way to send
out occupationally, but he was placed very successfully for
half a year as cashier in the High 3ohool lunohroom. He
returned to the classroom when a new system for paying for
lnnohea waa aatAbliahed.
,

12-11
Distribution of H«A»'s
1
12-10 1
12-1 1
11-9 1
11-8 1
11-7 1
11-2 1
11-1 1
11-0 1
10-11 1
10-9 1
10-7 3
10-6 1
10-1 2
9-9 1
9-6 1
9-1
Median 10-10 25*
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The median of 10-10 for the mental age of thie group shows
that on the average these boys are oyer three years mentally
retarded*
T A3I»& III
Distribution of fi-A^'s,
11-11 2
11-10 X
11-8 1
11-7 1
11-5 1
11-1 1
11-0 1
10-10
10-9
10-8
•
10-7 1
10-2
9-11
\9-10
9-9
9-0
18—8
Median 10-10
In comparing the average mental age of 10-10 to the average
educational age of 10-10, we are led to believe that most of
the pupils are achieving up to the limit of their ability*
i
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Distribution of Meohanioal
from the Detroit Meohanioal T
03
eat
14-4 1
14-3 2
14-0 1
13-10 1
13-3 3
12-11 2
12-3 1
11-11 1
11-8 2
11-6 1
10-11 2
10-3 1
9-10
Median 12-7 sir
The median meohanioal age of 12-^7 shows that the hoys, in
general, have a greater meohanioal ability than either mental
or aoademio ability, whioh would suggest that this type of
training should be emphasize ci
.
TABLE T
Distribution of Percentiles on the
Minnesota Paper Fom Board Test""
100
95
90
85
80
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
15
10
Median 62*5
2
1
f
1
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Total 20
This table indicates that the average percentile rating for
the group is 62.5 or that they seem to possess, on the
average, as much meohanioal ability as 62.5$ of a normal
population.

TABLE YI
AMBIT IOffS Qg THE BOYS 139
Type of Work Oct, 1 Apr. 1
Truck driver 6 2
Pilot 2 1
Market olerk 8 X
Tramp steamer laborer 2 0
Shoe worker 2 2
Machine operator 1 2
Electrician 1 1
Mechanic
Laundry worker 1 4
Dairy worker 1 0
Merchant marine
Total
1
20 ll
At the "beginning of the year when this class was started,
there were twenty boys of whom three were promoted to
Vocational School and four left, ha* ng reached the age of
sixteen before April 1. With the exception of the one boy
who still Intends to become a pilot, the others chose
occupations of a semi-skilled nature at which they could
proably succeed* Five boys made a di fferent choice in April;
one from tramp steamer laborer to machine operator, one from
a market clerk to laundry worker, another from a truck
driver to laundry worker, and one from a pilot to a truck
driver. These ohscges in ambition were perhaps partially
influence! by the units taught, visits made, and part time
work experiences.
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Aftor School Work Jxperienoee
Ho*
Hone 5
Bakery 3
Farm 2
Usher 2
Leather factory 2
Delivery trucks 2
Market 1
Shoe shine parlor 1
Soda fountain 1
Joke shop 1
Clothing store 1
Painter's helper 1
Dishwasher 1
Laundry 1
24
The discrepancy in the number of work experiences of the
twenty hoys occurs because M« had worked both in a shoe shine
parlor and a leather factory. Ha* had worked in a bakery,
clothing store, and leather factory, while H* had been
employed in a bakery and at a soda fountain. It is interest-
ing to notioe that two of these boys with the most experiences
were promoted to Vocational School, while the third hopes to
graduate from High School*
Of the five boys who had not worked previously, at least two
were very shy, one was imriature, one was disinterested, and
the last was very unstable*
/
,
ITABLa VIII
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Distribution of X Q.» * 3 of Boys
with After School, ^ork i^xporlenbes
88
87
82
80
79
76
75
74
73
71
69
62
Median 74
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
IF
This table shows that the average I»Q. of the hoys who found
after school work for themselves is 74, which is Ju3t under
the mean I.Q. of the entire group, 7 5.5.
TABUS IX
Distribution of I»gj«'3 of Boys With
Ho After School Work Experiences
83
78
73
70
65
Median 73
I
1
1
1
1T
According to the above figure, the average I.Q. of the boys
who obtained Jobs after school, doesn't differ greatly from
the average I.Q. of those who did not.
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Work Sxperienoes During S chool Hours
Type Ho.
Laundry 4
High Sohool lunchroom bus boy 2
Helper to groundskeeper 2
High sohool lunchroom oashier 1
Painter's helper 1
lone 10
w
Half of the boys worked successfully during sohool hours
and half did not have part tine work experience try outs at
all. Of the latter group, two did not receive parental
permission, one bo cause of his father's illness, and mother's
failure to understand, and the other because both he and his
pareit s were uninterested. Seven had permission but were
satisfied with the afternoon jobs \fcioh they had obtained for
themselves. The tenth boy had permission but was considered
too u stable to be sent out this year. 31noe he will be in
sohool most of nert year, we felt that he may be better
qualified then.
!
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TABLE XI
Distribution of I«Q.'s of Boys With
Burl lag School Hours Work iSxperienoeg
87
83
78
74
73
71
70
62
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
4
Median 73
Because we selected "boys for work experiences hased on other
factors than I.Q.'s, this average of 73 simply shows the
distribution as it happened, and not as it was planned*
The higher average of 75*5 for those who had no planned
experiences, seems to hear out the faot that the superior
hoys of the group either were promoted to Vocational School
or were satisfied with attending school and finding their own
part time work after school.
TABLE XII
Distribution of LQ.'s of Boys i;ith
Ho During School Work ISxperierioes
88
82
80
79
76
76
74
73
69
65
x
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Median 75.5
cI
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QSAPTISR V
ummaries and Oonolusions
With the purpose in mind of discovering answers to cer-
tain questions regarding this advanced group of twenty
mentally retarded boys we are able to give fairly conclusive
evidence that:-
1« Their mean I.Q. is 75*5 and average mental age is 10-10
as measured by the Revised Stanford Binet. This would
indicate that the majority of the boys are over three
jears mentally retarded*
2. Their educational average of 10-10 as measured by the
Stanford Achievement Test and Iowa Test of Basic
Arithmetic Skills, compares very favorably with the
avorage M.A. of 10-10 and would seem to bear out the
opinion already expressed that many of these boys
already have reached the limit of their aoademio capacity.
3. Their median mechanical age of l£-7 by the Detroit
Mechanical Aptitudes Examination shows that some of them
have more mechanical ability than aoademio ability, and
that this type of training should be emphasized. The
median percentile of 62.5 on the Minnesota Paper Form
Board seems to indicate that the mentally retarded are
not necessarily compensated for their low academic
capacity with special mechanical talents.
j5
4. Their personality traits as Gummed up by their teachers
probably do not differ too muoh from those of a normal
group* Although there are many good tests of person-
ality and sooial adjustment, we have not felt that they
were of particular value for the nsntally retarded
beoause they hadyto be administered orally, and discussed
thoroughly, before an answer could be made,
5. Their ambitions expressed at the beginning and end of
the year are, for the most part, in keeping with their
ability* We know that children of this type and age
may have many changes of heart in the oourse of a year,
but the records are fairly consistent. We have tried
interest questionnaires but found them unsatisfactory
for the same reasons that the personality and sooial
adjustment tests were not too successful.
6. Their work experiences give evidence that the majority
of them are anxious to work, and that they are content
to remain on a simple type of job whioh gives them a
small measure of success.
7. For jobs available, we felt rather limited beoause the
occupational field is so muoh broader and more
interesting for boys over sixteen years of age, and our
group usually leaves us upon attaining that age.
8. The skills necessary for the jobs whioh these pupils
could work at, seem to be concerned chiefly with
r
strength, dexterity, and coordination, or those skills
which are required for semi-skilled and unskilled
occupations*
9, We have perhaps just scratched the surfaoe of integrated
skills that can he taught in the classroom in relation
to., those used oocupationally.
10. One coordinator would probably he much more successful
in helping to place these hoys in industry.
In conclusion, the writer \rould like to explain why the
I part time experiment was not carried out as planned. As
before stated, many uncontrolled and uncontrollable factors
may enter into the year's work.
The most upsetting condition, was perhaps, the author's
#
change of position out of the city on January 1, leaving a
group of enthusiastic workers with many different interpre-
tations of the plan, ranging from apprenticeship without
compensation, to work for anyone in the Junior Training
Department regardless of age or any other qualification.
These deviations were augmonted by the fact that the
one boy we had placed in a market in September was promoted
to Vocational School, and due to different school hours
could no longer work there. The market manager lost interest
and hired a normal High School boy, and other centrally
located markets had plenty of regular High School help.
<0
V
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We had one "boy at a service station which was oooperating
reluctantly as a favor, and when the boy was seen standing
net-r the lifts, servioe stations had to be crossed off the
accepted list of try out jobs because of unforseen dangers
of injury.
The laundries, on the other hand, are desperate for
help, and as most of the jobs do not appeal to ordinary
High School pupils, our boys were very acceptable, to such
an extent that eight boys from the younger group were also
hired in addition to those who were willing to go from the
group studied.
We were further handicapped by the fact that the oourse
was not required, but was really left to the ohoioe of the
pupils themselves. In this regard, the prevalence of
obtainable jobs served as a boomerang beoause many students
were satisfied with the work they had procured for themselves
for afternoons, and better jobs among the members of the
family made it less needful for them to work.
Because of these factors it was considered best to
carry on with work experiences in any way which circumstances
permitted. Ihis leads us to several suggestions for future
experiments*
1
SUGSasTIOHS FOR FggTHgB 3'i'Ux)i
1* There is a great need for a larger seleotion of hand, ork
units which will incorporate the occupational skills
required for send-skilled or unskilled jobs such as
strength, dexterity, and coordination. The ones we ohose
were based chiefly upon pupils* choice, and part time
work experiences, but there arejfeany others which could be
taught perhaps in cooperation with places of industry like
a shoe factory,
2. There should be objective tests of a very simple nature
for scoring the interests, personality traits, and social
adjustment of the mentally retarded, because these factors
are probably more important than their mental or academic
ability for the kinds of Jobs they will be most likely to
ent er
•
3. There should be some objective way of measuring hand or
finger dexterity, and coordination besides paper and pencil
tests, or the available manipulative tests, using instead,
the actual tools and equipment found in the various semi-
skilled or unskilled ocoupationa,
4. The field of occupations to be tried out during the last
year of school should be broadened. There must be other
places beside the laundry which will be acceptable and
amenable to giving experience to these boys, because their
t(
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work is not so appealing to a normal group*
5* A systematic plan for occupational experiences must be an
integral part o% the regular curriculum in order to operate
smoothly. Therefore, we suggest that only a physician's
certificate of poor health or disability shall exclude any
child whom the teachers recomrjend, from participating,
6. There is a place for one coordinator in an occupational
set up such as we planned* This person could enlist the
aid of the Chamber of ComTseroe, and social organizations
of the locality in finding suitable places of employment
for the mentally retarded* for part time experiences, and
for full time placement. All classroom records, and data
suoh as suggested in the appendix should be compiled and
filed by this one individual.
-4
\
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Letter Porm to Parents
Dear Parents,
The Junior Training Department of the Brookton
High School is introducing a new course which we feel
will be one of the most valuable experiences the pupils
can have. It concerns a part time work program in which
a group will he sent out to markets, laundries, serviod
stations, or farms to work with pay for a number of
hours legally suited to their age. They will work for
one month, and then return to school for one month, to
discuss their experiences, and to learn whatever they
discovered is neoessary for their suocess on the job.
Then they will go out again the follow! ng month to a
different job. They will continue in this manner for
the remainder of the year, so that each child will have
a chance to try out at least three different types of
work. If he doesn't succeed very well at one type, he
may be very good on his next trial.
Duri ng the work period the boys will be carefully
supervised by their teaohers, employer, and the super-
visor of attendance, and we hope to secure your coopera-
tion also.
In this way we hope that your boy will have the
opportunity to gain confidence in his ability to obtain
a Job, and to hold it, when he finally leaves school.
We sincerely hope that you will signify your
approval of the plan by si gning and returning this
letter. If you do not wish your boy to participate,
would you be willing to write a short note explaining
why you do not approve?
Sincerely yours,
It
Job Readiness Chart for Pupils
Pan yon oheok these?
1. Are you neat and clean?
2. Are you honest in speech and aotion?
3. Are you dependable alone?
4. Are you a willing worker?
5. Are you always on time?
6. Are you absent only for a good reason?
7. Are your health habits good?
8. Is your health good?
9. Do you take oare of your tools?
10. Do you bring your tools to class?
11* Do you keep your desk clean?
12. Do you start to work promptly?
13. Do you do your best at all times?
14. Do you respect those in authority?
15. Do you get along with others?
16. Do you bring excuses for absence and tardiness?
17. Do you obey all school rules?
18. Does everyone trust you?
19. Can you take orders?
20. Do you listen when directions are given?
21. Can you follow directions?
22. Do you get a good mark in oitizenship?
23. Do you get a good mark in occupations?
24. Have you a birth certificate?
2&. Can you get a good character tfefe2enoe*
rII
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ISBfiPLOYjSR'S REPORT OAKD
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Employer White Star Laundry
Same (ohild) Pe.. Raymond
67 Fuller
Address Street Tel.No. 0
Punctuality Absent 1 Tardy 0 Dismissed 0
Good FAir
Progress
Personality
!• dependable 1
2. OooperatiYe X
3. Follows directions X
Poor
Comments - Willing worker, and well liked.
PLACBMEHT RECORD
Same P©«» Raymond Address 67 Fuller St, Tel.ITo. -
I.Q. Q7 Weight 160 Heights' -9" Parent's Name Raymond
Vooational Aptitude flood -Mechanical Age 14-4 on Detroit Test
Q0CPPATI03? Sorter in Laundry Date of employment S/l/44
Part -time 1-5 PM Full-time 8 AM - 5 PM, Mar. 1, 1945
Employer's Comments
Pupil's Comments
Teacher's Comments
Ad vancement
Reason for Leaving
Date of Leaving
Dependable, willing, cooperative and
well liked.
Likes the m>rk and feeling of security.
Desires to work full time after reaching
age of 16.
Has good adjustment and has matured
noticeably in attitude since taking the
job.
Promoted to an extractor at $30. a wk.
upon attaining age of 16, March 1, 1945.
Still employed and doing well*
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JOB ASALY3I
3
Place of Business Laundry
Qualifications
Types Of Work
Sorter Shaker Extractor
Age
Sex
Educational
Training
Special
Qualifications
Equipment Used
Chances of
Promotion
Wages
Dangers
Hours
Seasonal or Hot
Labor union
Ifature of Work
Over 16 Over 14 Over 14
male or femalemale or female male or female
elementary elementary elementary
hand dex-
terity
hand dexterity
ability to
tell white from
colors
washing machine clothing
and clothes
Good good
$30. a week 4(# an hr«
to health from none
heat & damp-
ness & injuries
on machines
hand dexterity
sheets
good
40/ an hr,
none
8 am - 5 PM
no
no
8 AM - 5 PM
or 1 PM- 5 PM
no
no
Extract olothing Sort colored
from washing from white
machine clothes &
shirts to be
pressed <£rom
flat pieces.
8 AM -5 PM or
1 PM - 5 PM
no
no
shakes out wet
sheots - pins
ends of folded
shirts together
Department, Brockton Public Schools, Brockton,Junior Training
Massachusetts.
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